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Abstract
Indigenous Biodiversity Protection and Sustainable Management in
the Upper Waimakariri Basin
by
Nicola Lee Snoyink

Human activity, unintentional or purposeful, has an impact on biodiversity health. History, world
view and experience influence human activity and behaviour toward the natural world. Despite
significant commitment to nature conservation, New Zealand continues to experience biodiversity
loss, especially on private land where some of the most vulnerable and under-protected ecosystems
occur. Given that indigenous biodiversity protection is embedded in the principles of the Resource
Management Act 1991, this research asks to what extent is indigenous biodiversity protection
compatible with sustainable management, through a case study of indigenous biodiversity
management on private land in the upper Waimakariri basin, in New Zealand’s South Island high
country. The research examines the types of indigenous biodiversity conservation practices
undertaken by private land managers, and is framed through the lens of ecological literacy and the
influence of neoliberal ideology. Adoption and patterns of diffusion of practices are identified
through relationships between individuals, organisations, institutions and mechanisms. The research
found that indigenous biodiversity enhancement is a part of sustainable management but practices
are influenced by biophysical context and location, internal factors such as the world view and
experience of the land manager and the local economy and external factors such as the social
network, economic drivers, government policy and the availability of additional resourcing. While
legal requirements for environmental management are generally met, more insidious impacts on
indigenous biodiversity are overlooked, and a lack of co-ordination between government goals
creates perverse effects for biodiversity. The research found that private property rights often
constrained a broader catchment view and market drivers to increase primary productivity risks
further indigenous biodiversity loss. However given that the upper Waimakariri basin contains
significant intact though modified tracts of indigenous flora and fauna, naturally occurring lakes and
wetlands as well an informed and willing community, there may be an opportunity to trial innovative
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market mechanisms and alternative land uses to encourage further indigenous biodiversity
protection. Conclusions from this research suggest the need to examine the potential utility of a
National Policy Statement for Indigenous Biodiversity to clarify planning rules and responsibilities for
biodiversity; and the opportunity to examine the potential for use of targeted economic instruments
that encourage private landowners to preserve and protect remaining indigenous biodiversity. On
doing this New Zealand may be more likely to reduce indigenous biodiversity loss as well as meet its
international obligation, while sustaining its international reputation.

Keywords: indigenous, biodiversity, conservation, enhancement, protection, high country,
sustainability
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Glossary
Adaptive management is an experimental approach to management, or “structured learning by
doing”. It is based on modelling and testing, rather than trial and error. Adaptive management is
useful for managing last complex ecosystems where management decisions cannot wait for research
results (Department of Conservation and Ministry for the Environment [DoC and MfE], 2000, p.137).
Biological diversity or biodiversity is “the variability among living organisms from all sources
including terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which
they are part; this includes diversity within species, between species and ecosystem diversity” (DoC
and MfE, 2000, p.137)
A Conservation Covenant is a legal agreement between a landholder and a covenanting agency
about how an area’s natural values will be protected. Covenants are binding on future landowners
(Department of Conservation [DoC], n.d.).
“Conservation means the preservation and protection of natural and historic resources for the
purpose of maintaining their intrinsic values, providing for their appreciation and recreational
enjoyment by the public, and safeguarding the options of future generations”. Conservation Act 1987
s 2.
Ecosystem services are the processes or materials such as clean water, nutrient cycling, climate
regulation, food, medicine, wood, minerals, fossil fuels, which are naturally provided by ecosystems
(Ehrlich and Ehrlich, 1981).
Ecosystem approach is “the management of human activities, based on the best understanding of
the ecological interactions and processes, so as to ensure that ecosystems structure and functions
are sustained for the benefit of present and future generations” (United Nations, 2010).
Ecological compensation is an overarching term which includes mitigation, compensation and
biodiversity offsetting where positive conservation actions required by resource consents are
intended to compensate for losses resulting from development (Brown et al., 2014).
Environmental education is considered “a multi-disciplinary approach to learning that develops the
knowledge, awareness, attitudes, values and skills that will enable individuals and the community to
contribute towards maintaining and improving the quality of the environment” (DoC and MfE, 2000,
p.139)
“Improved Pasture for the purposes of administering indigenous vegetation clearance rules,
improved pasture shall mean an area of pasture where species composition and growth has clearly
been modified and enhanced for livestock grazing by cultivation or topdressing and over sowing, or
direct drilling, and where exotic pasture species are obvious” (Selwyn District Council, 2015, p.7).
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“Indigenous vegetation means a plant community in which species indigenous to that part of New
Zealand are important in terms of coverage, structure and/or species diversity. For these purposes,
coverage by indigenous species or number of indigenous species shall exceed 30% of the total area
or total number of species present, where structural dominance is not attained. Where structural
dominance occurs (that is indigenous species are the tallest stratum and are visually conspicuous)
coverage by indigenous species shall exceed 20% of the total area (Selwyn District Council, 2015,
p.7).
Indigenous Biodiversity means a plant or animal species that is naturally occurring in a country (DoC
and MfE, 2000).
Intensive Livestock Production means the use of land or buildings for commercial rearing and
management of stock where the viability of the activity is not dependent on the fertility of the land
on which the activity is undertaken (SDC, 2015).
Introduced species means “a plant or animal species which has been brought to New Zealand by
humans, either by accident or design” (DoC and MfE, 2000, p.140).
Kaitiakitanga is translated as guardianship or stewardship, but includes an additional spiritual
element (New Zealand Forest and Bird Protection Society, 2012).
A National Policy Statement is a statement of policies and objectives issued under section 45 of the
Resource Management Act 1991for matters of national significance that are relevant to achieving the
purpose of the Act, and designed to provide national guidance and consistency. (Peart, 2008).
National Environmental Standard provides national consistency and technical guidance for specified
activities under the RMA s 43 (Peart, 2008).
Natural Capital is the store of the earth’s natural resources and environmental assets, which enable
the provision of ecosystem services (World Forum on Natural Capital, 2015).
Nature Heritage Fund (formerly Forest Heritage Fund) is a fund managed by a committee appointed
by the Minister of Conservation, established in 1990 to protect indigenous forests and other
ecosystems through purchase (Kneebone et al., 2000, p.18).
“Natural Resource means plants and animals of all kinds, and the air, soil and water in which the
plant or animal lives, landscapes and landforms, geological features, systems of interacting living
organisms, and their environment, including any interest in their environment” (Conservation Act
1987 s 2).
“Preservation, in relation to a resource, means the maintenance, so far as is practicable, of its
intrinsic values.” (Conservation Act 1987 s 2)
Private Land is land in private ownership, i.e. not public land managed by the Department of
Conservation or any other public body (MfE, 2004).
Public Land is land administered by the Department of Conservation or any other government
agency (MfE, 2010).
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Protected Natural Areas Programme (PNAP) is a programme that was undertaken by the
Department of Conservation in the 1990’s to “identify and protect areas that represent the full range
of indigenous biological and landscape features in New Zealand, thereby helping to maintain the
distinctive character of the country. The PNA Programme is as much about the protection of
biological and landscape features that are common or extensive within an ecological district as about
protection of the district’s unique or special features” (DoC and MfE, 2000, p.142).
Protection refers to the formal protection under a conservation covenant under the Conservation
Act 1987, Reserves Act 1977 and or a Queen Elizabeth II Trust open space covenant under the Queen
Elizabeth the Second National Trust Act 1977 (DoC, n.d.a).
Rangatiratanga is the principle of self-management identified as a principle of the Treaty of
Waitangi, established by the Labour Government in 1987. While policies and plans developed under
the RMA s 8 shall take account of the Treaty of Waitangi Principles, s 4 of the Conservation Act 1987
gives effect to the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (New Zealand Forest and Bird Protection
Society, 2012).
Restoration refers to the active intervention and management of degraded biotic communities,
landforms and landscapes in order to restore biological character, ecological and physical processes
and their cultural and visual qualities (DoC and MfE, 2000, p.142).
Sustainable use is the use of components of biological diversity in a way and at a rate that does not
lead to the long-term decline of biological diversity, thereby maintaining its potential to meet the
needs and aspirations of present and future generations (United Nations Environment Programme,
n.d.).
Sustainable management is the “use, development and protection of natural and physical resources,
in a way or rate which enables people and communities to provide for their economic, social and
cultural wellbeing, while sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources to meet the
reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations and safeguarding the life supporting capacity of
ecosystems, and avoiding, remedying or migrating adverse effects of activities on the environment.”
(RMA s 5).
Töpuni site is a Statutory Acknowledgement site as per Schedules 27 and 82 of the Ngai Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998 and a specially protected site of cultural significance to tāngata whenua (DoC,
2006).
Takiwā is a tribal district or ancestral area covered by an Iwi or a Hapu (DoC, 2006).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Biological diversity represents the myriad of life on earth, underpins nature’s services and the economy
therefore its sustainability is fundamental for resilience and survival. This chapter provides an introduction to
the subject of this dissertation, the compatibility of indigenous biodiversity protection with sustainable
management and the reasons behind the choice of topic. Indigenous biodiversity in the international context
and in the New Zealand context will be discussed and a brief overview of indigenous biodiversity in the New
Zealand planning system will be provided. The research aims and objectives of the dissertation will be
presented followed by an outline of the dissertation.
New Zealand’s indigenous biodiversity is considered internationally distinct and what remains deserves to be
protected (Young, 2004). New Zealand’s people have for generations, had a high level of awareness of that
uniqueness, which has been instilled into the culture and have thus developed a characteristic conscience for
conservation and protection of indigenous biodiversity (Young, 2004). New Zealand’s uniqueness extends to a
branch of government, the Department of Conservation (DoC) which is mandated to preserve the nation’s
natural and cultural heritage (Young, 2004). However, despite an embedded conservation ethic and a
dedicated government agency managing an extensive network of national parks and reserves, the trend
continues toward a decline in indigenous biodiversity (DoC, 2014a). Especially vulnerable are the South
Island’s high country ecosystems on privately owned land, which are in competition with increasing demand
for intensive agriculture and development (Brown et al., 2015). This phenomenon is the basis of this research
which seeks to identify the key factors influencing the status of indigenous biodiversity on private land in the
South Island’s high country.
After observing the mass clearance of a mature matagouri forest on a privately owned property in the upper
Waimakariri basin in Canterbury, and then later learning of a resource consent application to extract water
from the Cass River for pivot irrigation on the same property, questions about the adequacy of planning
instruments to protect the integrity of the high country ecosystems and landscapes, were raised by elements
of the community (some Selwyn District residents, personal communication, July 1, 2012).
Personal involvement in recreational pursuits, ecotourism and several community ecological restoration
projects in the area, prompted my contemplation of the compatibility of future land use changes in the upper
Waimakariri basin with ecological sustainability; and whether existing planning rules were adequate for
avoiding further indigenous biodiversity losses. While there is a need to enable high country farm
sustainability in the long term, the question is, can this occur alongside indigenous biodiversity protection and
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enhancement? This research is presented as a case study and will investigate the status of indigenous
biodiversity on the privately owned land in upper Waimakariri basin in New Zealand’s South Island.

1.1 Biological Diversity International Context
Biological diversity or biodiversity has been defined as “the variability among living organisms from all sources
including terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are
part; this includes diversity within species, between species and the diversity of ecosystems occurring on
earth” (DoC and MfE, 2000, p.137). Indigenous biodiversity refers to species and ecosystems which are
naturally occurring in a location and in New Zealand’s case, often not found anywhere else in the world
(UNEP, n.d; Young, 2004).
Diamond (2005), Balmford (2012) and Kolbert (2014) lament the global biological diversity losses at the hand
of humans and claim that the rate of species loss occuring in the 21st century is one not seen for millions of
years. In the quest to convert the Earth’s wild places into more productive landscapes to meet the demands
of human consumption, the collateral damage is loss of biodiversity and a reduction in the ecosystem services
available to humans and on which they are dependent for survival (Rockstrom et al., 2009; Butler, 2014).
Myers (1988) coined the term biodiversity hotspots while studying human induced biodiversity loss and
irreversible destruction of tropical forests. A biological diversity hotspot contains a high percentage of species
found nowhere else in the world, which is recognised for its high level of species richness and rarity (Myers,
1988; Reid, 1998). Conservation International suggests there are thirty five biological diversity hotspots
throughout the world. Biodiversity hotspots are located in South East Asia and the Himalayan region, Central
and South America, the African and Australian continents as well as several island nations including
Madagascar and New Zealand illusitrated by Figure 1.1. Conservation International’s biodiversity hotspots are
identified by shades of orange. These areas harbour significant numbers of plant and animal species found
nowhere else in the world. All regions are considered to be threatened by habitat loss and degradation,
making there preservation crucial for the benefit of life on earth (Myers, et al., 2000).
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Figure 1.1 Conservation International's World Wide Biodiversity Hotspots
Source: Conservation International
In 1972, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) identified that “man has acquired the power to
transform his environment in countless ways and on an unprecedented scale” and proclaimed that it is a
common responsibility to enhance and improve the human environment (UNEP, 1972, p.1). In 1987, the
World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) report, Our Common Future, which defined
sustainable development as “development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs” presented the concept of limits on the use of natural
resources, to ensure equity within and between generations (WCED, 1987, p.43). According to Drexhage and
Murphy (2010) sustainable development is underpinned by three pillars, including economic development,
social equity, and environmental protection.
Part of the global sustainability strategy was an international agreement for the use of the world’s biological
resources, the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). The cornerstones of the CBD are conservation of
biodiversity and sustainable use of its components as well as equitable sharing of benefits from the use of
biodiversity (UNEP, 1992). Following the adoption of the CBD in Nairobi, Kenya, the convention was opened
for signing at the 1992 Rio Earth Summit (UNEP 1992; UNEP, n.d.). A year later in June 1993, the convention
had received 168 signatures and the necessary 30 ratifications to bring the convention into force on 29
December 1993 (UNEP, n.d.). As parties to the convention, member states are required to develop strategies
for biodiversity, demonstrating how conservation and the sustainable use of natural resources are integrated
15

(UNEP, n.d.). Figure 1.2 illustrates the parties to the CBD and the Cartagena Protocol for Biosecurity (CPB) a
later international treaty for safe handling, transport and use of living modified organisms which may affect
biodiversity or human health.

Figure 1.2 Parties to the CBD and the CPB 23/9/2015
Source: Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity
New Zealand became a signatory to the CBD in June 1993 and was among one of the first thirty countries to
ratify the convention (UNEP, n.d.). Recognising the continuing decline, in 2010 the CBD was revised and
updated to include specific targets for addressing biodiversity losses. These “Aichi” targets direct nations to
take action to address the underlying causes of biodiversity loss. Mainstreaming biodiversity considerations
across government and society, reducing biodiversity losses to at least half, preferably zero and restore
degraded sites by 15% by 2020, are among some of the key targets (UNEP, 2011).

1.2 Biological Diversity New Zealand Context
Approximately 90% of New Zealand’s native birds, 80% of native vegetation, all native bats, frogs and reptiles
and a significant number of invertebrates (that are known) are found only in New Zealand (DoC, 2014a).
Approximately 30% of New Zealand’s land mass is protected in perpetuity and administered by DoC, however
large tracts of land held under private ownership contain a significant share of endangered species and
vulnerable ecosystems (Brown et al., 2015). The alpine valley floors, braided river systems, lowland lakes and
coastal and marine areas are among such vulnerable ecosystems (DoC and MfE, 2000 and DoC, 2014a).
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There are many conflicting forces at play regarding indigenous biodiversity management in New Zealand. An
ongoing exercise during this research included establishing an understanding of institutions and their
mechanisms and relationships influencing indigenous biodiversity in New Zealand. This is discussed in more
detail in Chapter 5.
DoC is New Zealand’s principle government agency responsible for managing New Zealand’s public
conservation land, as well as the main advocate for conservation of natural and cultural heritage generally
(Young, 2004). DoC’s responsibilities are extensive and not limited to the public estate. Young (2004)
considers the role of the DoC as unique and “the envy of international conservation” (p.208). DoC administers
numerous statutes for the protection and preservation of indigenous biodiversity including the Conservation
Act 1987, the National Parks Act 1980, the Wildlife Act 1953, the Reserves Act 1977 and the Native Plants
Protection Act 1934. Under the Conservation Act 1987, DoC has a statutory role as an advocate for
conservation of New Zealand’s natural heritage in general, therefore is not limited to public conservation
land.
Inexorably linked to DoC, is Land Information New Zealand (LINZ), the government agency that manages
pastoral leases of Crown owned land, under the Crown Pastoral Land Act 1998 and the Land Act 1948.
Pastoral leases account for approximately 8% of New Zealand’s land mass including vast tracks of the New
Zealand high country (LINZ n.d.a; McIntyre, 2008). The Overseas Investment Office (OIO), who administer the
Overseas Investment Act 2002 (OIA), is located within LINZ. Under this Act, the OIO has discretion to place
conditions on the purchase of sensitive land, which includes the protection and enhancement of existing
significant areas of indigenous vegetation and habitats of indigenous fauna (LINZ, n.d.b).
DoC has two main mechanisms for supporting biodiversity protection, other than its statutory tools. They are
the Protected Natural Areas Programme (PNAP) and the New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy. The PNAP is an
extensive nationwide ecological survey carried out in the 1980’s and 1990’s. The PNAP identified ecological
regions and districts throughout New Zealand with the intention of establishing protection for a range of
representative areas of New Zealand’s natural ecological systems, which would later align with article 8 of the
CBD. New Zealand’s obligation as a party to the CBD led to the development of the New Zealand Biodiversity
Strategy (NZBDS), which was co-produced by DoC and the Ministry for the Environment (MfE) in 2000. The
rapid decline of indigenous biodiversity was considered at the time the strategy was developed as New
Zealand’s most omnipresent environmental problem (MfE, 1997 in DoC and MfE, 2000,). The NZBDS argues
that the high level of endemism of New Zealand’s indigenous flora and fauna places an obligation on the
people of New Zealand to prevent its irreversible loss (DoC and MfE, 2000). The NZBDS contains a vision, goals
and a set of principles and actions for managing the nation’s indigenous biodiversity. The strategy contains
national priorities for biodiversity as well as a mechanism for implementation at the central government level,
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which involves co-ordination of lead ministers, and a process for implementing actions and assessing
progress. Successful implementation of the NZBDS relies on the co-ordination of activities between all sectors
of government, Maori, the general public and individual landowners. Though the NZBDS has no statutory
power, it does provide a framework and set directional guidance for regional biodiversity strategies (DoC and
MfE, 2000; Brown et al., 2014). A proposed review of the NZBDS scheduled for 2015 is currently on hold while
DoC develop “Our Nature”, an overarching strategy with goals for 2025 of which biodiversity protection is a
component, to be published later in 2015 (DoC, 2014a; DoC, personal communication., October 9, 2015).
Regional councils develop regional biodiversity strategies to convey the goals of the NZBDS at the regional
level. For example, the Biodiversity Strategy for the Canterbury Region (BSCR) was developed in 2009 by
Environment Canterbury to fulfil the goals of the NZBDS (Ecan, 2008). The BSCR provides specific guidance at
the regional level, to implement objectives, actions and goals set out by the NZBDS and the CBD. The BSCR
was ratified by organisations with a stake in biodiversity management, including all Canterbury’s territorial
authorities, DoC, other government agencies, industry, Non-Government Organisations (NGO) and Te
Runanga o Ngai Tahu (TRONT) as a Charter of Adoption, which acknowledges each organisations’ role in
achieving the strategy’s goals. The BSCR is a non-statutory document therefore it is non-binding, but as
signatories, each organisation is expected to act collaboratively to implement the strategy’s goals (Ecan,
2008). The BSCR sets out the regional priorities for action and states that “an area of increasing priority is the
inland hill country and intermontane basin environments” (Ecan, 2008, p.36).
Elements of the BSCR are articulated into the Canterbury Water Management Strategy (CWMS) (Ecan, 2009a,
p.48). Like the BSCR, the CWMS is a non-statutory document but was developed collaboratively with
community input, and designed to sustainably manage the region’s fresh water resource. Among its priorities,
the CWMS contains targets for indigenous biodiversity protection and enhancement. The CWMS targets
inform the development of the natural resource plans developed under the RMA (Ecan, 2009a).

1.3 The New Zealand Planning Framework
The RMA is New Zealand’s key statute directing sustainable management of natural and physical resources.
Part 2 section 5 describes the sustainable management purpose of the RMA as:
“…managing the use, development and protection of natural and physical resources in a way or at a
rate that enables communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural well-being and for
their health and safety while—
(a) Sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding minerals) to meet the
reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations; and
(b) Safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and ecosystems; and
(c) Avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the environment” (RMA 1991
s 5).
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The RMA integrates use, development and protection of air, land, fresh water, the marine environment and
ecosystems into a single piece of legislation. The RMA is ‘effects based’ legislation, and directs regional
councils and territorial authorities to establish and implement objectives, policies and methods to give effect
to the purpose of the Act, that control any actual or potential effects of activities, rather than controlling the
actual activities (Peart, 2008). Territorial authorities must prepare district plans and regional councils must
prepare regional policy statements and regional plans (optional) in accordance with Part 2 of the Act, as well
as perform regulatory functions for land and natural resource use within their jurisdiction (Peart, 2008). For
the purpose of carrying out functions and achieving objectives and policies, regional councils and territorial
authorities may include rules in their plans (RMA s 43AAB).
Under the RMA s 43 and s 45, National Environmental Standards (NES) and National Policy Statements (NPS)
provide national guidance to territorial authorities for the formulation of objectives and policies for specific
activities and for matters of national significance (MfE, n.d.; Peart, 2008). New Zealand currently has five
NES’s and three NPS’s and a New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement. An NPS for Indigenous Biodiversity was
first proposed in 2000 but has yet to be actioned (Kneebone et al., 2000). The proposed NPS for Indigenous
Biodiversity has undergone public consultation and input. It was generally supported by territorial authorities
and non-vested interest groups but lacked the support from the agricultural industry and some private land
owners (MfE, 2011; Brown et al., 2015). Figure 1.3 illustrates the hierarchy of New Zealand’s Planning
Instruments.

National
Environmental
Standards

Figure 1.3 Hierarchy of New Zealand’s Planning Instruments
Source: (Peart, 2008)
At the top of the hierarchy is the overarching legislation. National Policy Statements contain objectives and
policies for matters of national significance which give effect to the sustainable management purpose of the
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RMA and provide national guidance and consistency. Regional Policy Statements are compulsory and provide a
broad framework for resource management at a regional level. Regional councils may develop one or more
regional plans (which are optional – with the exception of a regional coastal plan) to assist in carrying out
functions under the RMA (Peart, 2008). District plans are compulsory. Both regional and district plans must give
effect to higher order planning instruments and should not be inconsistent with each other (Peart, 2008).
Among matters of national importance, the RMA s 6 (a-c, e) requires regional councils and territorial
authorities to “recognise and provide for the preservation of the natural character of the coastal area,
wetlands, lakes and rivers and their margins…and protection from inappropriate use and development…the
protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes from inappropriate use and development… and the
protection of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitat of indigenous fauna… and the
relationship of Maori with… taonga".
Regional councils and territorial authorities are required to reflect these requirements in objectives, policies,
methods and rules in the establishment and implementation of policy statements and plans. Regional policy
statements and district plans contain assessment criteria for identifying significant natural areas and seem to
prefer to rely on the voluntary co-operation of private landowners (Ecan, 2013b; SDC 2015c; Territorial
Authority Staff, personal communications, August 25, 2015). Many regional and district councils maintain a
register of significant natural areas, however given that the RMA does not explicitly define ‘significant’ and
the lack of national guidance, there appears to have been inconsistent interpretation and identification, and
misrepresentation of the reasons for determining significance of areas of indigenous biodiversity (MfE, 2004;
Norton and Roper Lindsay, 2004; Walker et al, 2008; Norton and Roper Lindsay, 2008).
Despite the ambiguity, local authorities use significance criteria to establish rules for protecting some areas
and in assessing applications for resource consents that might affect areas containing native species. In
addition to rules and the consenting process, there are several mechanisms for permanent formal protection
of significant natural areas on private land. These include conservation covenants established under the
Conservation Act 1987 and Queen Elizabeth II National Trust open space covenants under the Queen
Elizabeth II National Trust Act 1977. A covenant is a legally binding agreement identified on the property title
between the land owner and the covenanting agency, establishing how an area's natural features will be
maintained. Covenants are binding on subsequent landowners (Conservation Act 1987 s 27 (b)). Any local
authority or organisation approved by the Minister of Conservation may negotiate conservation covenants.
For example the New Zealand Fish and Game Council may negotiate covenants over wetlands, under the
Reserves Act 1977 (LINZ, 2002). The Reserves Act 1977 also offers formal protection of areas of indigenous
biodiversity (Ewing, 2008).
In summary, planning for management and protection of biodiversity appears robust. A global conversation
resulting in an international CBD has occurred, the goals of which have, in the New Zealand context, been
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articulated into a national strategy and then into regional strategies, to strengthen regional priorities for
indigenous biodiversity. New Zealand has a dedicated government agency to advocate for its natural heritage.
Under the RMA indigenous flora and fauna is listed as a matter of national significance for which decision
makers must recognise and provide. DoC’s PNAP recommends significant sites for protection and has
provided the basis for robust biodiversity assessment tools for territorial authorities to identify significant
sites of indigenous biodiversity. Lack of national guidance for identifying significant indigenous vegetation and
significant habitat of indigenous fauna and uncertainty over the interpretation of significance has resulted in
inconsistent reporting of significant sites. However despite uncertainty, significance criteria underpins the
development of planning rules and assessment of consent applications to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse
effects on indigenous biodiversity. In addition to the RMA, there are several mechanisms used by landowners
and agencies to formally protect sites of indigenous biodiversity.

1.4 Research Aims and Objectives
Despite New Zealand’s international and national commitment and a seemingly robust planning system for
the maintenance and protection of indigenous biodiversity, questions remain as to the efficacy of efforts to
enhance and protect biological diversity. This research examines conservation management practices which
contribute to the enhancement of indigenous biodiversity on private land in New Zealand’s high country,
specifically the upper Waimakariri basin. The main aim of this research was:
To examine whether indigenous biodiversity enhancement and protection is compatible with sustainable
management of private land in the South Island’s high country.
The research aim was met by examining:
1. The extent the extent to which indigenous biodiversity management is integrated into sustainable
land management
2. What, if anything, is driving or encouraging enhancement and protection of indigenous biodiversity on
private land?
3. The extent to which existing planning tools contribute to effectively integrating enhancement of
indigenous biodiversity with sustainable management in the upper Waimakariri basin.
1.5

Outline of Dissertation

This dissertation is presented in seven chapters. This chapter has introduced the topic and discussed its
significance, and contains an outline of the dissertation, and its aims and objectives. Included in this chapter is
an overview of indigenous biodiversity in the international and the New Zealand contexts, indigenous
biodiversity in the New Zealand planning framework and a brief overview of the mechanisms for protecting
significant sites of indigenous biodiversity in New Zealand.
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Chapter two provides a review of the literature of the theory underpinning this study. The theory
underpinning this research combines the concepts of ecological literacy, neoliberalism and the biophysical
world and the theory of diffusion of innovations to create a conceptual framework for assessing conservation
practices and tools contributing to sustainable management.
Chapter three discusses the research methods used for data collection and analysis and chapter four
introduces the case study area. The biophysical and cultural characteristics of the case study area are
presented. A definition of sustainable management of the high country is proposed and the planning
framework as relevant to the case study area is discussed.
Chapter five presents the results and chapter six discusses the results through the lens of the conceptual
framework. This dissertation concludes in chapter seven which summarises the limitations of the study, the
findings of the study and provides recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Context
This dissertation is positioned at the nexus between community views and values and those of private
landowners and in seeking to explore this the research draws on theories relating to ecological literacy and
sustainability; neoliberalism and the biophysical world; and the concept of diffusion of innovations for nature
conservation practices on private land. Considering neoliberalism as the dominant Western paradigm, the
discussion of these theories raises the issue of whether or not a tension exists in recognising the value of
biodiversity within that paradigm, and if conservation practices and mechanisms for biodiversity protection
have been adapted to work within the neoliberal paradigm, that enable sustainability of the high country
environment.

2.1 Ecological Literacy and Sustainability
Ehrenfeld (2014) claims the razing of areas of indigenous biodiversity to make way for domesticated species
and to maximise food productivity is changing the composition of the atmosphere. Kolbert (2014) and Butler
(2014) argue this is one of the changes that signals the era of the Anthropocene that has made humans the
managers of the planet, and critical to the future, is how people view the world’s natural capital.
Sutton (2000, p.1) argues that there is a basic divide between ‘reformist’ and ‘radical’ approaches to
protecting the earth’s natural capital from the impact of human activity. Reformist approaches claim
managerial systems can minimise or mitigate negative human impact whereas proponents of radical
approaches argue that a major change to the Western world’s way of life is required (Sutton, 2000).
Norwegian Arne Naess coined the terms, ‘shallow ecology’ and ‘deep ecology’ to differentiate these
approaches (Capra, 1996). Naess argued that recognising shallow and deep ecology as different philosophies,
contributes to understanding the complex relationship between nature and society. Sutton (2000) argues that
shallow ecology practices of conservation and environmentalism provide only a superficial cover for
addressing complex environmental problems. Sutton (2000) argues more radical social change is required, as
illustrated by Naess’ deep ecological thinking, supporting the world view that humans are inherently
dependent on and are integral part of the natural ecosystem.
While deep ecological thinking requires fundamental change, shallow ecological thinking, may be equated
with green development (Sutton, 2000). McAfee (1999), Hajer (1995) and Barry (2003) discuss the
synonymous concepts of green development and eco-modernisation, which rely upon technical innovation to
address sustainability. McAfee (1999) argues that the focus on technical solutions for solving complex
environmental sustainability issues such as biodiversity loss, limits opportunities to those with the highest
purchasing power. However, Hajer (1995) argues that ecological modernisation is a politically acceptable
compromise between institutional and environmental ideology and is fundamental to achieving sustainability.
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Barry (2003) on the other hand considers ecological modernisation as basically a greening of business as
usual, therefore it fails to have any real effect on long term ecological sustainability.
Orr (1992, p.83) takes a slightly different track and argues that sustainability sets the “terms and conditions of
human survival” and while the Western education system has increased the literacy and numeracy rate, it has
largely failed at educating in a way that enables people to protect ecological life support systems. Orr (1992)
and Balmford (2012) argue that a comprehensive understanding of ecological systems is becoming even more
challenging because of urban migration, which they purport, causes a detachment from nature. The
technological focus of the modern education system, combined with significant urban drift, is claimed to have
distanced people from a comprehensive understanding of ecological systems, reducing the ability to
distinguish between fact and fiction, while at the same time, providing a false sense of technical problem
solving (Orr, 1992).
In the agricultural context, Rosset and Altieri (1997) and Velten et al. (2105) compare the techno-economic
paradigm and the agro-ecology paradigm and the role of each in defining the vague concept of sustainable
agriculture. Rosset and Altieri (1997) argue the techno-economic paradigm, which relies on innovative
substitutes to maintain productivity, will not satisfy the needs of sustainable agriculture, but that the agroecology paradigm offers a sound basis for self-reliant and viable farming systems, and shows greater promise
for meeting the conditions for sustainability. Velten et al. (2015) argue the two paradigms are not necessarily
mutually exclusive and a combination approach offers a pathway for sustainable agriculture depending on the
context and scale. In contrast, Merfield (2012) compares the self-defeating, rapid onset of innovations in
industrial agriculture over the past century to traditional forms of agriculture, which in some parts of the
world, have endured several thousand years. Merfield (2012, p.20) argues while modern agriculture has
“achieved amazing feats” by producing food for billions of people, its foundations are shaky and a move
toward more holistic agricultural systems that are attuned to natural ecosystems will be more enduring.
Recognising the necessity of agriculture, Merfield (2012), Rosset and Altieri (1997) argue agro-ecology or agrienvironment schemes which return benefits to biodiversity and ecosystem services, offer a viable long term
alternative to industrial agriculture. Lockie (2009) and Whittingham (2011) argue agri-environment schemes
guided by adaptive management, are more successful if underpinned by economic principles and
implemented in areas already supporting high levels of biodiversity.

Countering the rationale of ecological knowledge, Kollmuss and Agyeman (2002) argue that proenvironmental behaviour is the result of a complex set of internal and external interactions and factors,
including individual awareness, values, attitude, experience and emotion and more broadly the institutional,
social, cultural and economic environment in which they are positioned. In other words, what people say does
not always align with their actions. However, Orr (1992), Eckersley (2002) and Balmford (2012) contend an
ecological world view may be promoted through all sectors of society, arguing that it is the responsibility of
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society as a whole. They see ecological literacy, either through economic signals or technological fixes as the
way for modern society to move toward sustainability. Eckersley (2002) discusses however, the contradictory
role governments’ play in promoting environmental awareness and sustainability, where on one hand
governments may facilitate environmental protection through incentives, rules and regulations, while on the
other promote economic policy which accelerates environmental destruction, which supports Kollmuss and
Agyeman’s knowledge action gap.
In the New Zealand institutional context, Park (2000, p.76) argues that a similar contradiction exists within the
RMA, as reformist legislation with “deep ecology” concepts such as intrinsic values and ecosystem integrity
embedded into its sustainable management purpose and principles. Given conflicting world views and
without clear definition of its deep ecological concepts, interpretation and implementation of the Act has
failed to deliver predicted environmental benefits, and is yet further complicated by private property rights
and the private versus public interest (Park, 2000; Young, 2001; Milne, 2008).

2.2 Neoliberalism and the Biophysical World
New Zealand’s RMA was introduced as part of neoliberal reform during the 1990’s, and was viewed as
ground-breaking, world-leading, integrated environmental legislation (Memon and Gleeson, 1995; Frieder,
1997). The sustainable management principle of the RMA was designed to enable economic development
whilst providing a triple bottom line for social, cultural and environmental, use, development and protection
of the natural and physical environment. According to Upton et al. (2002), the original intent of the RMA was
to enable the freedom of individual property owners to operate with certainty, subject to maintaining the
untradeable integrity of the environment. Park (2000, p.52) argues “the RMA strikes a deliberate tension
between sustainability and the public interest on one side, and the private individual’s self-interest and rights
on the other.”
Neoliberalism underpinned by economist Adam Smith’s 18th century invisible hand principle, has upheld the
market as the premier allocator of resources (Bishop, 1995). The neoliberal economic world view relies on
minimal government intervention, and aims to enable maximisation of individual wealth while relying upon
the (false) notion that the trickle-down effect will ultimately benefit society as a whole (Bishop, 1995; Steger
and Roy, 2010; Gould 2013). Peck and Tickell (2002) argue neoliberalism appears to be everywhere and has
manifested itself in the ‘roll back’ of government regulation and the ‘roll out’ of market friendly re-regulation.
They claim neoliberalism has a “profound transformative capacity” and argue that it is “meta-regulation” that
disguises itself as “anti-regulation” (p.400).
Bishop (1995) argues that while Adam Smith’s concept of the free market was underpinned by understanding
the moral responsibilities of decision making, under today’s neoliberalism the main objective of the free
market is efficiency and profit maximisation. Bishop (1995) argues that under neoliberalism, decisions about
profit maximisation should be amoral therefore judgements of right or wrong do not enter the balance sheet.
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Bishop (1995) suggests Smith’s vision was not one where government would be dominated by merchants,
whom if it were, would serve only to “deceive and oppress society” (p.177).
Castree (2010a) explains that early neoliberal discourse did not consider the biophysical world and only in
more recent decades, has the critical nature of natural resources in neoliberal ideology risen to the forefront.
Given that the capitalist economic system is underpinned by the biophysical world, as market failures such as
resource scarcity, social and environmental damage and biodiversity loss threaten the system, it has become
necessary to include valuation of the biophysical world on the balance sheet (Castree, 2007; Castree 2010a).
However, neoliberalist attempts to quantify nature have become both contentious and contradictory (McAfee
and Shapiro, 2010).
Ehrlich and Ehrlich (1981) coined the term ecosystem services, which refers to the range of services the
biophysical world provides to enable life on earth. Costanza et al. (1997) and De Groot et al. (2012) have
attempted to value ecosystem services, with results ranging in the trillions of dollars. Others have dismissed
ecosystem service valuing as impossible, arguing that placing a single monetary value on irreplaceable
biophysical elements is neither commensurable nor can it give preference to the many subjective values that
nature carries (McAfee, 1999; Liverman, 2004). McAfee (1999) argues there is no standard measure for
comparing and exchanging real values of nature between different people or cultures, with varying political
and economic power; therefore it is impossible to value in monetary terms, any element of biodiversity out of
its ecological or social context. Roberts et al. (2015) contend ecosystems services fall into four categories:
supporting, provisioning, regulating, and cultural, and link the importance of ecosystem services to well-being
in the New Zealand context. They highlight the multi-dimensional and interconnected values associated with
ecosystem service valuation and claim measurement in some cases has been undertaken and articulated into
“policy and practice” (p.108).
Castree (2010a, 2010b, 2011) and Higgins et al. (2012) argue that the biophysical world has been
encapsulated into the neoliberal project through mechanisms such as privatisation of land and definitive
property rights to natural resources, compensation payments for retirement of land, incentives to encourage
alternative practices, and negotiation of trade-offs between economic development, environmental
degradation and protection. Both Higgins et al. (2012) and Balmford (2012) note that the concept of
rewarding people with money to care for biological resources to ensure the provision of valuable ecosystem
services, is becoming common practice. However they caution that commoditization of the natural world risks
undermining moral arguments about protection and places nature conservation in a tenuous position,
vulnerable to changing technology, economies, wants and needs.
Goodbun et al. (2006, p.8) claim that the current market system of unlimited growth is facing a “perfect storm
of social, political, economic and ecological dimensions”. They argue that the notion of resource scarcity is
used to bridge the gap between the economic and the ecological domain, and provides a basis for
determining value of natural resources. But, on the other hand, like McAfee (1999) and Liverman (2004), they
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argue the term carries ambiguity. While providing justification for maintaining the capitalist system, the
notion of limits and defining values, avoids the need for alternative approaches to understanding the
relationship between humans and the natural world, and the potential for a paradigm shift in behaviour
(Goodbun et al., 2006).
Rockstrom et al. (2009) have taken a broader approach to limits. They argue for the necessity of limits, to
prevent the planet from slipping into a position unfavourable for human survival. Rockstrom et al. (2009,
p.472) suggest “nine interlinked planetary boundaries” with thresholds for providing “a safe operating space
for humanity”, three of which, they claim, have been breached – the nitrogen cycle, climate change and
biodiversity loss. Rockstrom et al. (2009) argue the boundaries are tightly linked and are therefore inherently
dependent on the integrity of one another. Rockstrom et al.’s (2009) approach to limits represents a holistic
ecological economic approach, which draws upon recognising conditions for human and ecosystem survival
and resilience.
In the institutional context, Castree (2007; 2010a) explains the three P’s of neoliberalism – philosophy,
programme and practice. Philosophy refers to the free market way of thinking where governments refrain
from interfering in people’s lives and that money mediated markets are the most cost effective and efficient
means for coordinating the needs and wants of free individuals. The neoliberal programme includes the use of
mechanisms such as privatisation, marketization, deregulation and market friendly re-regulation, and the use
of corporate style management techniques in the public sector which encourage ‘flanking mechanisms’ such
as community groups “designed to fill a vacuum left behind by the exit of a government agency” (Castree,
2010a, p.1728). The rationale for such mechanisms is the creation of self-reliant responsible and autonomous
communities, who are less dependent on the state for provision of life’s necessities (Castree, 2010a). Roy
(2015) however, argues neoliberal strategies such as ‘flanking mechanisms’, which may include forms of
stakeholder collaborations, simply create an illusion of greater independence, and reinforce existing power
structures and the dominant neoliberal hegemony, absolving governments of their social responsibility.
Castree’s third “P”, practice, refers to implementation of the neoliberal project through mechanisms such as
monetary policy, removing trade barriers and any kind of collective obstacles such as trade unions, to
encourage innovation and entrepreneurship. Castree (2010a) concludes that the philosophical discourse
around neoliberalism happens in research or policy institutes; the programme discourse is carried out under
the political domain; and the practice element is undertaken by bureaucracy. The three domains are not
separated and are heavily influenced by one another (Castree, 2010a).
Under neoliberalism, “individualism and self-satisfaction” shape behaviour (Memon, 2002, p.300). Memon
(2002) argues that the ethics which come with neoliberalisation are incompatible with sustainability. Memon
(2002) defines ethics as “values, principles or rules which do or should underlie moral behaviour of human
beings – their practices, relationships and responsibilities” (p.300). He argues the concept of sustainability
requires the extension of ethical behaviour to consider other people, the wider community, the global
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community and future generations, and environmental equity. However Lockie (2009, p.410) claims that
“neoliberal rationality has reconstructed the individual as a behaviourally manipulable being who can be
encouraged to respond rationally to changing environmental conditions” which supports Peck and Tickell’s
(2002) neoliberalism as “meta-regulation” and potentially creates conditions suited to the use of market
instruments.
McAfee and Shapiro (2010) and Higgins et al. (2012) claim uptake and outcomes from the use of market
instruments is mixed and largely based upon individual landowner values and perceived benefits or threats,
and the inherently subjective value attached to the natural world. McAfee and Shapiro (2010, p.580) argue
such neoliberal models “falter” when applied in the context of unpredictable natural systems and are further
complicated by social norms and societal expectations. They argue hybrid neoliberal models which include the
use of market-like mechanisms, state regulations, and subsidies show more promise for sustainable outcomes
but argue implementation must be accompanied by monitoring and accountability and should not be left to
the private sector.

2.2.1 Neoliberalism in the New Zealand Context
In the New Zealand context, neoliberalisation of the biophysical world has manifested itself by the inclusion of
market instruments for biodiversity offsetting. Under the RMA, planning instruments may contain biodiversity
offsetting policies and offsetting mechanisms may be built into the conditions of resource consents (DoC,
2014b). Similarly the Crown Minerals Act 1991 and the Conservation Act 1987 contain provisions for
biodiversity offsets, which may be considered as a form of compensation to remedy or mitigate adverse
effects of activities (DoC, 2014b).
Harper and Quigley (2005) and Brown et al. (2014) argue biodiversity offset conditions are rarely complied
with, and in the New Zealand context, there is a need to develop a sound framework which defines when
offsetting is appropriate and how outcomes are measured. Norton (2009) maintains biodiversity offsetting is
appropriate in some situations, but problems lie in lack of expertise within consenting authorities and the will
to enforce and monitor conditions to ensure desired outcomes are achieved.
Gardner et al. (2013) and Brown et al. (2015) suggest other market instruments such as biodiversity banking
or a cultivation tax may provide the necessary incentive to achieve no net loss of biodiversity. However they
too, acknowledge the challenges associated with equitable assessment of biodiversity losses arising from
economic development and the inherent uncertainty of fully understanding ecological systems, the
uncertainty quantifying nature and its values to multiple stakeholders, the choice of currency to measure
nature, as well as simply not being enough biodiversity credits available to match the potential demand from
developers.
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Thus the neoliberalisation of the biophysical world is present in the New Zealand context. Its significance
relative to ecological knowledge and a broader understanding of New Zealand’s unique ecosystems, creates a
tension between reconciling economic development and the broader dimensions of sustainability, including
equity between public and private interests. However, Castree’s (2007; 2010a) neoliberal programme
presents a useful framework for analysing neoliberalism and the biophysical world.
If perceptions, whether of value or technological fixes and world views are important in biodiversity
protection and sustainable management, and if these may change over time, then it may follow that the
diffusion of new ideas or ways of thinking and doing, plays an important role in how the planet is managed.

2.3 Theory of Diffusion of Innovations
In the early 1900’s Gabriel Tarde, a French judge, observed the social phenomenon of imitation within social
populations, which was later popularised by Everett Rogers into the theory of diffusion of innovations (Rogers,
1983, p.40). Rogers (1983) explains that diffusion of new information or technology as an innovation resulting
in behavioural change, which occurs as a process over time. New information is shared among social networks
and if participants consider the information relevant and beneficial to their well-being, the new information
promotes behaviour change. Rogers (1983) posits that the four main elements of diffusion of innovation
theory are the innovation itself, the communication channels, time and the social network of communication.
Rogers (1983) argues that an innovation possesses certain characteristics which are weighed up by a potential
user before adopting the innovation. Brown (1999) argues a number of messages must be received,
dependant on a person’s resistance to change, before a new practice is taken up. Potential adopters of a new
innovation must be convinced of the relative advantage of a new practice and of its perceived benefits, before
it is adopted. Brown (1999) argues uptake of an innovation is determined by communication processes
therefore understanding the geographic or social factors which influence the communication flows, provides
an understanding of patterns of adoption.
Katz (1961, in Rogers 1983, p.25) argues that knowledge of the social structure of a community assists in
understanding communication flows. Furthermore, Katz suggests that by defining the social structure within a
society, including leaders, social groups and formal and informal networks, the communication channels can
be identified. Rogers (1983) argues that time is a determining factor for success of an innovation and the
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speed at which a new practice is adopted, is a reflection of an innovation’s appropriateness (Fig. 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Diffusion of Innovations over Time
Source: Rogers (1983)
An innovation must first be developed and understood. Adopters must then be persuaded of the benefits of
the innovation. The innovation will then be accepted or rejected. If accepted, the innovation is implemented,
and endurance over time will confirm the innovation’s success. Rogers (1983) argues the rate of adoption can
be measured in the shape of an ‘S’ curve, where the initial uptake is slow, followed by a more rapid uptake
then a tapering off as the innovation reaches saturation point (Fig. 2.2). Rogers (1983) divides adopters of an
innovation into five categories: innovators, early adopters, the early majority, the late majority and the
laggards.

Figure 2.2 Diffusion of Innovations Bell Curve and Market Share
Source: Rogers (1983)
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The yellow “S” curve shows slow initial uptake by the innovators and the early adopters (Fig.2.2). Once the
benefits of a practice are understood, uptake accelerates from the early adopter group to include the early
majority until it reaches saturation point, where the rate of uptake slows. The blue bell curve illustrates the
general percentages of types of adopters over time.

2.3.1 Diffusion of Innovations in Conservation Practices
Reimer et al. (2012) discuss the application of diffusion of innovation theory to adoption of farmer best
management conservation practice in the United States. The theory fits well with analysing the rate of uptake
of conservation practices by assessing the practice against relative advantage and perceived benefits, whether
or not the practice aligns with values and social norms, and simplicity and trial-ability of a practice. Through
undertaking a qualitative analysis of a series of interviews with farmers, Reimer et al. (2012) found that the
perceived level of relative advantage of an innovation manifested in reduced inputs, time saving and both onfarm and environmental benefits. The compatibility of the innovation with current practices and the ability to
observe the practice were the most important factors for increasing adoption. Incompatibility with values
and norms, complexity of the practice, higher perceived risk and relative few perceived benefits were the
major barriers to adoption (Reimer at al., 2012).
Reimer et al. (2014) argue that the ‘diffusion of innovation theory’ for adoption of agricultural conservation
practices however, restricts researchers to a simple binary question and does not adequately address to what
extent conservation practices have been adopted. They argue that many variables contribute to the rate and
extent of adoption of conservation practices in agriculture. For example the conservation practices
themselves may be context specific and vary given the biophysical conditions and fragility of the environment,
and may change over time. Like Kollmuss and Agyeman (2002) who argue many internal and external
variables influence pro-environmental behaviour, Reimer et al. (2014) argue the farmers themselves are a
diverse group of people who may have different access to resources, and may have different values and
experiences. Reimer et al. (2014) suggest a more effective approach which “captures variability in
implementation, extent and temporal aspects of adoption” would be useful (p.57A). More detailed
descriptions of practices are required which could include measuring acreages of land over which a practice is
carried out, or the appropriateness of the practice given the specific biophysical context.
Examining conservation practices over time would reveal information about sustained patterns of behaviour
and circumstances which affect behaviour, as well as the presence of incentives or disincentives, the
economic climate, or changes in science or technology or participation in government funded community
conservation schemes. Like Rogers (1983) and Brown (1999), Reimer et al. (2014) argue an understanding of
the social network and communication channels can be used to facilitate new conservation behaviour.
Diffusion of innovations theory as a framework for assessing the extent of ecological conservation practices
thus requires additional dimensions of understanding the biophysical and institutional setting, the variability
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of world views among participants and communication within the existing social system, which could then be
enriched by continuing a study over a longer time period.

2.4 Conclusion
The neoliberal paradigm and the neoliberalisation of nature, and the tension between technical innovations
and the desire for radical change in behaviour toward natural ecosystems and biodiversity, presents a
conceptual framework for exploring the extent and effectiveness of biodiversity conservation practices
adopted contributing to sustainable management of the upper Waimakariri basin (Fig 2.3).

Sustainable
Management

Figure 2.3 Conceptual Framework
If it assumed that the spectrum of ecological literacy and recognition of New Zealand’s indigenous biodiversity
frame understandings of its value for preservation and protection, and for sustainability and resilience, then
understanding how this manifests itself could assist in developing and implementing effective mechanisms to
ensure preservation and protection occurs. Diffusion of innovations theory may assist in explaining the adoption
and spread of nature conservation practices or the use of effective economic instruments, for preservation and
protection of indigenous biodiversity.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
To address the research question and the issues identified in the conclusion of the theoretical context, a case
study approach has been adopted. A desk top study of planning instruments, semi-structured interviews and
participant observation were the main methods of data collection necessary used to construct the case study.
These are described in more detail in this chapter.

3.1 Choice of Case Study
Reimer et al. (2014) proclaim the benefits of case based studies, especially for understanding conservation
practices undertaken by farmers, as a useful way of informing policy. A qualitative case study was chosen as
the preferred method for gaining an insight into the perspective of the high country community toward
indigenous biodiversity and conservation practices (Burnett, 2009). The case study approach was considered
an appropriate way to understand individual perspectives and the reason why particular conservation
practices were being undertaken on each property. The case study area needed to fit the criteria in that it
needed to be small enough to enable field data collection during the time frame of less than one third of an
academic year, contain significant areas of indigenous biodiversity on private land and provide enough variety
of perspectives to make a relevant story to examine. The upper Waimakariri basin fits this criteria and had the
advantages of being relatively accessible and familiar to the researcher, as well as being the catalyst for this
research.
Initially a smaller study area was proposed, covering Cora Lynn Station, Grasmere Station and Craigieburn
Station but once the research began, a need became apparent to include the entire upper Waimakariri basin,
south of the main stem of the Waimakariri River and excluding the conservation estate. The key reason for
choosing to extend the area was after communication with the Waimakariri Ecological Landscape and
Restoration Alliance (WELRA) community conservation group and realising that the research question might
be better addressed by widening the area covered in this project to one that better aligned with community
and biophysical boundaries. The study area was extended to include the Castle Hill basin from the Porter
River, down to the confluence of Broken River and the Waimakariri River. In addition to the already
mentioned properties, the extended study area includes Castle Hill Station and Flockhill Station. The area was
sufficiently large to offer a range of participants from different stakeholder groups that provided an
understanding of the communication network for the dissemination of conservation practices contributing to
sustainable management of the Waimakariri high country.
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3.2 Desk Top Study
Secondary data was gathered from an initial internet search of local and regional councils and material on
indigenous biodiversity. Using the combined key words “regional council, “district council”, “biodiversity” and
“significant natural area”, an internet scan of 8 regional and territorial authorities throughout New Zealand
was carried out. An initial reading of biodiversity content on the relevant local authority websites provided a
context for understanding the approach of the local authorities to indigenous biodiversity management. This
was drawn on to aid identification of relevant local authority staff to contact as prospective interview
candidates for the case study area.
The desk top study also included a document analysis involving reading the regional policy statement, regional
plans and district plan relevant to the case study area, to identify issues, policies, objectives and rules for
indigenous biodiversity management and protection. A list of the relevant policies, plans and strategies and
the key issues relating to indigenous biodiversity is located and discussed in Chapter 4 and in more detail in
Appendix A.

3.3 Semi-Structured Interviews
Primary data was gathered from a total of 15 semi-structured interviews. Semi-structured interviews were
considered a way to initiate less formal discussions allowing the interviewee to elaborate on issues they
considered important and gain an insight into perspectives of the importance of indigenous biodiversity in the
study area. (Burnett, 2009). An interview guide was developed based on the literature and theory
underpinning this research. Semi-structured interviews were carried out across a broad section of the
community, including local land owners, farm managers (in the absence of land owners), community
conservation group leaders and individual volunteers, local and regional authority staff and DoC staff.
The selection of interviewees and the conduct of interviews was carried out in accordance with approval given
by the Lincoln University Human Ethics Committee. Initial phone calls were made to explain the research
project and request an interview with selected participants. The initial phone call was then followed up with
an email containing information about the research and a sample of the proposed questions. On receipt of
agreement to be interviewed, consent forms were sent to the interviewee and an interview time was set up.
Anonymity of respondents who wished to remain anonymous has been achieved through allocating a
pseudonym to each participant.
To select participants to interview, I canvassed the district for contacts at each property, key individuals in
local conservation management projects and local authority and private sector staff employed in the
biodiversity sector, and with specific interest in the upper Waimakariri basin. Chromy (2008) argues the
snowball technique is a useful method for identifying potential interviewees, previously unknown to the
interviewer. Once interviews commenced, use of the snowball technique enabled the identification of other
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relevant potential interviewees, who participants may have been aware of, and who I may not have
considered or known about. Participants interviewed are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3-1 List of Interviewees
Interviewee
1. DoC

Occupation
Ecologist

Background
Long association with ecological
issues in the case study area
Extensive ecology experience
Been in job 2 years
Involved in CWMS
and Interests focussed on Te Waihora
Little experience with upper
Waimakariri basin

2.

Regional Council

Biodiversity staff

3.

District Council

Biodiversity
planner

4.

Conservation Volunteer

Pest and weed control in Carried out pests management in
case study area
the case study area over the past
13 years
Extensive recreational pursuits in
the area

5.

Volunteer ecological group x 2

Founding members of
local
environmental
conservation group
Member
of
Zone
Committee

Long history with the area
Previously held position with
Lands and Survey
Focus mainly on wilding pine tree
eradication in the area

6.

Land owner 1

Owner since 1995

Extensive
experience
in
ecological management, range
management and ecotourism

7.

Tourism operator/land owner 1

Manager since 2012

8.

Land owner 2

9.

Land owner 3

10. Spokesperson for UC and
representative of land owner 4

staff

Owner/manager of sheep and
beef farm and tourism operation
Owner of property for < 2 Owner/ manager of high country
years
sheep, beef and deer farm
Owner of property since Owner/manager of multiple
2009
dairy farms
Field services manager Manager of leases for UC
for research base
endowment land high country
farms

11. Farm manager (current) and Manager of property for
representative for landowner 5
10 years
12. Retired farm manager
Manager of property in
study area 1980’s –
1990’s
13. Retired farm manager
Manager of property in
study area 1990’s –
2000’s
14. Independent ecologist/volunteer 25 years as ecologist and
farm manager
15. Conservation Volunteer

Extensive experience in farm
management
Managed high country sheep
farm in study area 1990’s
Managed high country sheep
farm in study area during 2000’s

Ecological assessments and
reporting; pest and weed
management
Pest
and
weed Extensive volunteer conservation
management in case
study area
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Interviewees were interviewed at places and times of their preference, with interviews ranging in times from
1 to 2 hours. On commencing interviews, the varying backgrounds of the participants revealed the need to
reframe the questions to suit the individual. Use of words like “indigenous” and “biodiversity” were unfamiliar
to some but words like “native plants” were more familiar. Instead of asking participants if they were familiar
with the regional policy statement, regional plans or the district plan, it was better to inquire simply whether
the participant had any association with any government agencies and if so what the nature of the association
was.
Several attempts were made to contact a local iwi representative. After initial contact and later supplying the
research information sheet and sample questions, there was no further response. Mahaanui Kurataiao
Limited, a resource management advisory company representing the interests of six local Runanga, was
contacted by email and suggested using the Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan 2013, which is a public
document. Consequently, reference to tāngata whenua values for the upper Waimakariri basin have been
extracted from the Maahanui Iwi Management Plan 2013.
One participant did not respond to several messages requesting participation and another was reminded and
became motivated to ‘tell their story’ after seeing particular issues in the Christchurch Press relating to their
property. All others contacted participated readily. Appendix B contains a sample of the origninal and
modified interview questions.

3.4 Participant Observation
During the course of the research an opportunity arose to attend the Environmental Defence Society annual
conference in Auckland (11-13 August, 2015). The conference had a specific focus on addressing terrestrial,
freshwater and marine biodiversity loss in New Zealand. The conference provided an excellent opportunity to
collect primary data from relevant conference attendees as well as to understand the current status of
biodiversity in different parts of New Zealand and internationally. No formal interviews were carried out, but
notes were taken of observations and robust discussion and debate among conference attendees, most of
who were involved practically, politically or administratively in matters relevant to the conference theme and
hence to my research.
During the weekend of 28-29 August 2015, I adopted a similar approach at the Environment and Conservation
Organisations of Aotearoa (ECO) Conference in Christchurch. A number of speakers clearly presented, often
quite contrasting, perspectives on the current state of freshwater management in New Zealand and there was
a readily apparent polarised debate of environment and economy. In the evenings, I wrote notes on matters
discussed.
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As part of the research, I undertook overt participant observation during several volunteer days, where
volunteers from all over Selwyn District were co-ordinated by WELRA and DoC, to eradicate pine trees, trap
stoats and count birds. These settings provided an opportunity to mingle with other volunteers and seek
perspectives on biodiversity in the upper Waimakariri basin and motivations for carrying out volunteer
conservation activity.

3.5 Limitations
This case study is a small sample comprising part of one catchment and was limited by the time available to
carry out interviews and willingness to be interviewed. Some groups (e.g. holiday home owners/users) were
largely excluded for these reasons. The study focussed on indigenous biodiversity management practices on
private land, specifically farm land. The rationale being that the basin floor where the majority of activity is
agricultural, contains the most vulnerable and under-protected ecosystems. Mount White Station occupies
the north side of the upper Waimakariri basin and has not been included in this research. Among those not
interviewed were utility companies, Kiwirail and road maintenance companies. A more comprehensive case
study would have considered the environmental protection practices undertaken by such agencies.
Four ski areas and numerous other recreation activity providers operate within the catchment, predominantly
on land managed by DoC, have not been canvassed. The Castle Hill Village, located in the south end of the
Waimakariri basin, which has a resident population of approximately ten and a holiday population of 200-300
at different times of the year, has also not been considered. Residents at Grasmere settlement and Cass
village have not been included. Several outdoor education facilities located in the basin, whose students often
participate in conservation activities have not been canvassed. Interviewing representatives from all of these
organisations was considered beyond the farmer focussed scope of the project but present an opportunity for
future research into the impact of recreation and tourism and other activities on indigenous biodiversity
within the upper Waimakariri basin.

3.6 Summary
In summary, the combination of methods (e.g. document analysis, participant observation at both
conferences and on volunteer conservation days, and semi-structured interviews with predominantly farmer
groups and those involved in conservation as professionals and volunteers) provided sufficient information to
establish insights relevant to the research question.
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Chapter 4
The Upper Waimakariri Basin
In this chapter the biophysical characteristics and the human history of the upper Waimakariri basin are
described. An overview is provided of the land tenure, current land use and sustainable management of the
upper Waimakariri basin. The planning framework relevant to the case study area is discussed.

4.1 Biophysical and Human Context
The greywacke sandstone ranges of the central South Island rise sharply above the valley floor, eroding
almost as fast as they grow (Coates 2002; Relph, 2007). The upper Waimakariri River, a braided river
ecosystem, occupies a massive glacial basin, and is arguably the basins most striking feature (Relph, 2007). As
the ice began to retreat thousands of years ago, the glacial valley has gradually filled with sediment and
gravel, as weather eroded rock continues to be transported downstream with each flood (Coates, 2002). As
the glacial ice retreated massive alluvial fans formed, trapping water flows and ultimately forming several
lakes dotted throughout the upper Waimakariri basin. Lake beaches and kettle ponds in the eastern end of
the basin are evidence of a large extinct glacial lake that once occupied a stretch of the river valley near the
end of the Otiran glaciation approximately 14000 years ago (Fitzsimmons, 1997; Coates, 2002). Further to the
south, limestone outcrops are a significant feature of the landscape (Relph, 2007).
The upper Waimakariri basin falls within the Cass Ecological District identified by Shanks et al. (1990). The
Cass Ecological District includes the intermontane basins of Cass and Broken River. The site is flanked by the
Arthur’s Pass National Park and the Waimakariri River to the north; the Craigieburn Range and the Craigieburn
Conservation Park to the west; and the Torlesse Range and the Torlesse Korowai Tussocklands Park in the east
and south. Shanks et al. (1990) describe the rain shadow effect experienced by the basin, which causes a
significant reduction in rainfall the further east from the South Island’s main divide. Shanks et al. (1990)
identify at least sixteen different vegetation groups in the district, including mountain beech forests, several
different types of tussocklands, subalpine and upper montane shrubland, manuka forests, matagouri
scrublands, cushion bogs, sedgelands and raupo reedlands, turflands consisting of seasonally dry tarns, lake
margins and lake bed communities, fell fields and screes. Shanks et al. (1990) recommend a number of
wetlands, lakes, beech forest remnants, high altitude intact tall tussock and alpine communities, and glacial
landforms for protection under DoC’s PNAP and reinforce the need to maintain the distinctive vegetation on
the glacial soils in as little modified a state as possible.
The upper Waimakariri basin falls within the takiwā, of Ngai Tahu Iwi (Te Puni Kokiri, n.d.) and more
specifically, Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga (Jolly and Ngā Papatipu Rūnanga Working Group, 2013). The word
“makariri” refers to the frigid temperature of the glacial fed river water flowing down the braided river (Jolly
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and Ngā Papatipu Rūnanga Working Group, 2013, p.213.). The Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan (IMP)
recognises the Waimakariri River as part of a larger catchment, linking the eastern side of Te Waipounamu
(the South Island) with mahinga kai resources in the high country and pounamu resources to the west. Moana
Rua (Lake Pearson) and Kapara Te Hau (Lake Grasmere) in the upper Waimakariri catchment are identified as
sites of cultural significance and Kura Tawhiti (Castle Hill) is identified as a Töpuni 1 site (Jolly and Ngā Papatipu
Rūnanga Working Group, 2013, p.213). The IMP acknowledges the upper Waimakariri basin’s wild state “as a
source of life and nourishment for the plains and coast” (p.293). The IMP discusses the concept of “Ki Uta Ki
Tai” which recognises the importance of protecting the ecological values of the entire catchment from the
mountains to the sea, including the maintenance of open passages for fish species from the sea to the
spawning grounds (p.287).
A broad ecosystem approach to management of the catchment aims to ensure protection and enhancement
of tāngata whenua values (Jolly and Ngā Papatipu Rūnanga Working Group, 2013). Te Ao Maori or the Maori
world view invokes the organising principle of whanaungatanga or the relationship between people, and the
relationship between people and the natural world. The principle of Kaitiakitanga cements the relationship
between Maori and the natural world as a guardianship role to maintain and enhance the life supporting
capacity of Papatuanuku, the earth, as well as embedding a spiritual connection (Royal Forest and Bird
Protection Society, 2012). A similar concept is articulated by Roberts et al. (2015) in their report on the
contribution of ecosystem services to well-being and identity of New Zealanders.
Known by Maori as a route to the West Coast pounamu waters, in the late 1850’s Joseph Pearson was among
the first Europeans to set foot and farm in the upper Waimakariri basin. The subsequent West Coast gold rush
in the 1860’s saw the building of the road west, the first European settlement and the upper Waimakariri
basin carved up for the establishment of agriculture by European settlers (Logan, 2008; McIntyre 2008).
David McLeod followed a number of European settlers and farmed a large tract of the upper Waimakariri
basin from 1930 until the 1970’s, documented his experience in a series of books (Logan, 2008). McLeod
(1974) recalls that the accessible, flattest areas of the upper Waimakariri basin were modified to support
fodder crops for sheep and cattle decades ago, however cultivated land amounted to relatively little of the
basin due to the nature of the terrain and stony soils. Open tussock grasslands and indigenous shrubland
dominated the landscape, which Lucas (1994) later found in her study of acceptable vegetation change in the
high country, to be among the preferred landscapes of the high country. McLeod (1974) explains that for
many years the European farmers were blamed for the loss of native vegetation through fire and consequent
erosion of the high country. However he claimed, “new science” indicated “Polynesian settlers did a far more
devastating job” and during his time the land was only beginning to recover (pp. 63-64). McLeod (1974)
however marvelled at the resilience of native vegetation which was all but wiped out during the last ice age

1

A Töpuni site a specially protected site of cultural significance to tāngata whenua, in this case Ngai Tahu.
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and had succeeded from natural sources. He goes so far as to complain about “a battle with nature” for
maintaining sheep pasture, especially as a result of fertiliser application. While McLeod (1980) considered the
most profitable farms were those using the most basic farm techniques of extensive grazing and attention to
welfare of stock, today the basin’s highest alpine slopes have long been retired because of erosion (Logan,
2008). Agricultural activity is now concentrated on the lower slopes and valley floors albeit with lower stock
numbers than in McLeod’s day depending on the farm system, and largely absent of fire as a deliberate
vegetation clearing mechanism (O’Connor, 2003; Upper Waimakariri land managers, personal
communication, July 2015).
O’Connor (2003) argues, to maintain productivity on smaller farms, run holders have been forced to innovate.
Such innovations include the research and development of new grass, crop and legume species adapted to
the high country climate; application of fertiliser to enhance growth; use of chemicals and grazing regimes to
supress weeds and the development of technology to monitor soil fertility and water quality; assessment of
the impact of whole farming operations on the ecological system; and diversification into tourism and
recreational opportunities. Fire is advocated by some as a method of weed control and to enhance indigenous
species. All of which arguably have contributed to the sustainable management of the high country
environment (O’Connor, 2003; Upper Waimakariri land managers, personal communication, July 2015).

4.2 Sustainable Management
O’Connor et al. (1990) argue that sustainable management requires natural resources to be used in a way or
at a rate that sustains human populations over time. They also maintain that conservation of the Earth’s
natural biota is necessary for human survival, and is most efficiently and effectively done in situ - a concept
that aligns with the CBD. Article 8 of the CBD (in situ conservation) suggests parties should “establish a system
of protected areas or areas where special measures need to be taken to conserve biological diversity… and
promote the preservation of ecosystems and natural habitats” (UNEP, n.d.) O’Connor et al. (1990) argued
that protection of nature could occur across a spectrum, from unmodified wild places to intensively managed
farm land and proposed a set of criteria which provided an opportunity to define, compare and contrast
values in a “rational and consistent way” ( O’Connor et al., 1990, p. 101).
Drawing on Kelly and Park’s (1986) earlier work in the ecological evaluation space, O’Connor et al., (1990)
proposed the following set of criteria for evaluating the ecological values of potential natural areas for
protection: “Representativeness; diversity and pattern; rarity and distinctiveness; naturalness; long term
viability; size and shape; buffering and surrounding landscape” (O’Connor et al., 1990, p.107). Similar criteria
underpins DoC’s PNAP and regional and territorial authority’s significant natural area assessments. Appendix
C contains an explanation of O’Connor’s criteria. Similarly Allen et al. (1994) argue that for the high country to
be economically sustainable, it must be ecologically sustainable. They argue that the balancing of nutrients,
energy and water are the key components for sustainable management of the high country environment
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which should aim to balance primary productivity with sustaining natural values, functioning ecosystems and
retaining the ability to protect water production systems. They also consider monitoring changes to be a vital
part of sustainable management.
In the 1980’s demand for more sustainable management of the New Zealand high country resulted in the
establishment of a process to review Crown pastoral leases (Brower, 2008; McIntyre, 2008; Parliamentary
Commissioner for the Environment, 2009). The tenure review process involves voluntary negotiation between
the leaseholder and the Crown, with the intention of separating productive farmland into freehold ownership,
while land with conservation and recreation values would be retained by the Crown, under DoC management
(LINZ, n.d.a). It was argued by farming, conservation and recreation interest groups that a single focus on
grazing under the Land Act 1948, restricted the ability to sustainably manage high country land, and a more
dynamic system which acknowledged competing values and alternative uses was required (McIntyre, 2008).
In 1998 the Crown Pastoral Land Act 1998 was passed giving legal effect to tenure review, enabling freehold
landowners the freedom to choose land use subject to the sustainable management principles of the RMA
(Brower, 2008).
The Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment (2009) explains economic viability was a major driver
for tenure review, and where pastoral farming had become marginal on high country land restricted by lease
conditions, there was pressure to diversify. Despite arising from different perspectives, tenure review was
initially viewed as a positive sum gain by the agricultural industry, conservation and recreation groups, and
the government. The government’s position underpinned by neoliberal ideology which favoured privatisation,
deregulation and private sector efficiency was supported by the agricultural sector; while conservation and
recreation groups, who argued the lack of ability of pastoral lease holders to retain conservation values and
the monopoly over access to the high country, also supported tenure review (McIntyre, 2008).
The upper Waimakariri basin case study area consists of approximately 30,000 hectares of private farm land
covering much of the basin floor and on some properties extends to the ridge line (approximately 1800
MASL). The land is held under a variety of tenure arrangements, some freehold (some historically and some
more recently though tenure review), some Crown pastoral lease and some as Canterbury University
endowment land held under similar arrangements to Crown leased land. Approximately 80% of the case study
area is uncultivated albeit modified and under a mix of introduced and native vegetation and some of the
most significant natural areas on private properties within the case study area, are held under conservation
covenants, with specific management conditions. The private property within the case study area is
surrounded by public conservation land. In 2001, 22,000 hectares of the upper Waimakariri basin was added
to the conservation estate to become the Korowai Torlesse Tussocklands Park (Beston, 2002); and in 2004 a
further 8517 hectares of the Castle Hill pastoral lease land was purchased by the NHF for addition to the
conservation estate (McSweeney, 2009). Sheep and beef cattle farming continue as the main economic
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activities, with some recent conversion to dairy support, as well as increasing visitor numbers for outdoor
pursuits and tourism (Upper Waimakariri basin residents, personal communication, July, 2015).
While historically, indigenous biodiversity loss in the high country region has not been as dramatic as the
more easily reached lowland, ensuing pressures are mounting as a result of demand for irrigation, more
intensive land uses and increased development (Brown et al., 2015; Mitchell, 2015). Brown et al. (2015) argue
these pressures combined with the lack of formal protection for areas of remaining indigenous biodiversity in
the high country and intermontane basin valley floor environments present a high risk of further degradation
or irreversible loss of indigenous of vital ecosystem services.

4.3 The Relevant Planning Framework
The upper Waimakariri basin is located in the Selwyn District, in the Canterbury Region. The primary land use
planning mechanism and regulator is the Resource Management Act 1991. In addition to the purpose and
principles, under the RMA 1991 s 30 (1) (c) regional councils must control land use for the purpose of the
maintenance and enhancement of ecosystems in water bodies (and coastal water); and under the s 31 (1) (b)
(iii) territorial authorities must control any actual or potential effects of the use, development or protection of
land for the purpose of the maintenance of indigenous biodiversity. The relevant RMA planning instruments
which control effects of activities on indigenous biodiversity include the National Policy Statement for
Freshwater Management; the Canterbury Water Management Strategy; Canterbury Regional Policy
Statement (CRPS); the Selwyn District Plan (SDP); the Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan (CLWRP)
Section 11 (the Selwyn Waihora section) and Section 12 (the Canterbury Alpine Rivers section); the
Waimakariri River Regional Plan (WRRP). The Canterbury Natural Resources Regional Plan (CNRRP) covers
matters not included in the CLWRP.
The Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan articulates Ngai Tahu objectives, issues and polices for natural resource
management and should be taken account of by RMA planning instruments. DoC’s Conservation Management
Strategy for Canterbury (CCMS) has a statutory responsibility under the Conservation Act 1987 to advocate for
the conservation (preservation and protection) of natural and historic resources generally, and to manage in
addition to all public conservation land, any land whose owner agrees it should be managed for conservation
purposes.
Under the Local Government Act 2002 (LGA), the Selwyn District Long Term Plan contains a policy objective
encouraging indigenous biodiversity protection on private land. The CWMS was developed under the LGA and
contains objectives for the protection and enhancement of biodiversity. The Vision and Priorities of the CWMS
have been incorporated into the Environment Canterbury (Temporary Commissioners and Improved Water
Management) Act 2010 (Ecan Act) and the CLWRP.
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The CPLA also provides a layer of protection through pastoral leases and occupation licences that give
exclusive grazing rights but restrict use of the soil without written permission from the Commissioner of
Crown Lands (s 16 (2)), and the Overseas Investment Act 2005 (OIA) may impose conditions on the sale of
sensitive lands or leased land, that require enhancement of indigenous vegetation and fauna, and wild life
habitats (s 17 (2)).

4.4 Summary
The upper Waimakariri basin is characterised by greywacke peaks, limestone outcrops, the braided river
ecosystem and its tributaries flowing from the surrounding mountains, sculptured and shaped by natural
processes and at the hand of humans. Despite modification by early Maori, followed by approximately one
hundred and fifty years of European pastoral farming which has embedded defined private property rights,
the basin has retained widespread natural character. High country sheep and beef farming is the mainstay of
the economy but new farming systems, recreation and tourism opportunities have developed as part of
economic sustainability. In the recent past large tracts of the upper Waimakariri basin have been added to the
conservation estate and more is proposed through tenure review and overseas ownership. A complex set of
planning instruments govern indigenous biodiversity management, enhancement and protection in the upper
Waimakariri basin, and to what extent they have the capacity to maintain the basins ecological integrity is
examined by this research.
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Chapter 5
Results
Chapter five presents the results of the research methods described in the methodology section. The results
are presented in four parts. The first part includes the results of a document analysis of relevant planning
instruments as they relate to indigenous biodiversity enhancement and protection. The second part describes
the stakeholders and their interests and the third part presents a summary of the indigenous biodiversity
conservation practices undertaken by the stakeholders considered compatible with sustainable management
of the upper Waimakariri basin. This information was collated as a result of semi-structured interviews. This
section also identifies the partnerships formed to facilitate the conservation practices. The chapter concludes
with an overview of the institutions and mechanisms that present as drivers or barriers to indigenous
biodiversity protection, an ongoing task throughout the research.

5.1 Relevant Planning Instruments
This research focusses on indigenous biodiversity management on private (farm) land therefore does not
directly consider the public land managed by the DoC under the Acts it administers, though it does recognise
that indigenous biodiversity transcends boundaries and DoC is mandated under the Conservation Act 1987 to
advocate for the conservation of natural and physical resources generally. Pest management strategies
developed under Biosecurity Act 1991 by Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) and regional councils are not
addressed in depth, however the significance of pest management strategies as part of integrated
management is recognised as a contributing factor to enhancing biodiversity and biosecurity.
Table 5.1 describes the relevant planning instruments and the key issues, objectives, policies and rules
associated with indigenous biodiversity management in the upper Waimakariri basin. While regional policies,
plans and strategies generally contain consistent goals and objectives for indigenous biodiversity
management and protection, there is a reliance on regional and territorial authorities to develop and
implement rules that control any actual or potential effects of the use development or protection of land for
the purpose of maintenance of biodiversity or in the regional council context maintenance and enhancement
of ecosystems in water bodies and in coastal water. The SDC claim much debate has occurred around the
principles and practicalities of protecting indigenous biodiversity and suggests that identification of significant
sites relies solely on voluntary co-operation of landowners (SDC, 2015a). Encouragement to protect significant
sites is provided through the SDC rates rebate programme and a natural environment fund. Other funding for
ecological management on private land is offered by Environment Canterbury and DoC.
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Table 5-1 Relevant Planning Instruments
Policy/Plan

Brief Summary

RMA 1991

Defines sustainable management of natural and physical resources. Section 5 states the purpose, and ss. 6-8 state the
principles including protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes and indigenous flora and fauna, and
kaitiakitanga and the Treaty of Waitangi. Sections 30 (1) (c) and 31 (1) (b) (iii) direct local authorities.

NPS for Fresh Water

National bottom lines for ecosystem health, national objectives and policies for water quality; quantity; gives effect to

Management 2014

the RMA but devolves value judgement decision making to communities

(RMA)
CRPS 2013 (RMA)

Issues include ongoing loss and degradation of ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity, and challenges to protection of

Chapter 9

significant indigenous vegetation and habitats. Includes significance assessment criteria consistent with O’Connor et al.’s
(1990) criteria (Ecan, 2013b). The CRPS directs Regional and District plans and gives effect to the RMA and any NPS
(Ecan 2013a).

Mahaanui Iwi

Ngāi Tahu objectives, issues and policies for natural resource management and is an “expression of kaitiakitanga and

Management Plan 2013

rangatiratanga” (Jolly and Ngā Papatipu Rūnanga Working Group, 2013, p.17). Relevant policies and plans developed
under the RMA must take into account the content of the Mahaanui IMP.

CWMS (non- statutory,

First order priorities include the environment, with targets and timelines for improvements to ecosystem health and

LGA)

biodiversity, natural character, processes and ecological health of braided rivers (Ecan, 2009a; Ecan 2009b). Offered
initial funding assistance $10 million over 5 years (Ecan, n.d.).

CLWRP 2015 (RMA)

Region wide objectives specific to indigenous biodiversity protection and wetlands; the existing natural character of
alpine rivers and Maori values. Gives effect to the RMA, the NPS, and the CRPS and translates the intention of the
CWMS into rules (Ecan, 2015). Introduces zoning and nutrient limits, based upon Zone committee recommendations of
vulnerability to nutrient enrichment and whether the surrounding land lends itself to agricultural intensification.
Farming in sensitive lake zone requires a resource consent (Ecan, 2014b).

WRRP 2004 (RMA)

Rules for the use and protection of the Waimakariri and its tributaries, associated wetlands and lakes. Taking of water
from the Waimakariri River or its tributaries is a non-complying activity; taking, using and discharging water which
changes the natural range or rate of change of levels or flows of water entering any of the basins lakes is a prohibited.
Where rules in the WRRP are not consistent with the CLWRP, the WRRP prevails (Ecan, 2004).

SDP 2015 (RMA)

Specific rules for protection of ‘significant’ indigenous biodiversity which give effect to CRPS (RMA s 75 3 (c)). Contains a
list of regionally significant plants (confined to the Canterbury Plains) and a schedule of threatened and uncommon
plants and the types of communities they may be found (SDC, 2015a; SDC, 2015b). Indigenous vegetation clearance is a
permitted activity provided it meets conditions Upper Waimakariri basin is designated as ONL (valley floor excluded)
Natural Environment Fund $40,000 p.a. (SDC, n.d.; Selwyn District Council staff, personal communication, August 2015).

SD LTP 2015-2015 (LGA)

Offers rates remission to land owners who have protected significant indigenous flora or fauna, and areas of special
landscape or geological value. This policy objectives aims to acknowledge the efforts of land owners who have protected
and enhanced indigenous biodiversity and is commensurate with the level of protection (SDC, 2015e).

CMS Canterbury 2002

Statutory responsibility for the protection of all species regardless of where they occur, as well as give effect to the

(CA)

Principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. The CCMS is currently under review (DoC, 2002). DoC’s Community Fund is available
for community led conservation projects and offers $26 million over 4 years starting in March 2014 (DoC, n.d.b).
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Given that the RMA does not define ‘significant’, subjective judgements have proven controversial
and contestable, illustrating challenges for defining sustainable management (MfE, 2004; Norton and
Roper Lindsay, 2004; Walker et al, 2008; Norton and Roper Lindsay, 2008). Assessing sustainable
management therefore relies on recognising the multiple values and perspectives of the range of
stakeholders, framed by experience, the limits of the biophysical world, historical and cultural
context and the social and institutional framework.

5.2 Stakeholder Interests
This section describes the stakeholder groups and their interests in the upper Waimakariri basin, as a
result of the semi-structured interviews. The stakeholder groups have been divided into four
categories depending according to main interests. Those groups include land managers, community
project groups, individual volunteers and Government agencies.

5.2.1 Land Managers
Some land owners manage their own properties and on some properties managers were employed.
Therefore for the purpose of this research ‘land managers’ has been used to describe the main
decision maker(s) interviewed on each property.
Approximately 25,000 hectares of University of Canterbury endowment land, which is leased to New
Zealand and international owners under the Public Bodies Leases Act 1969 and the Canterbury
Educational Reserves Sales and Leasing Act 1876 under similar conditions to CPLA leases comprises
two properties in the upper Waimakariri basin. Both of the University properties are sheep and beef
farms. One property lease, the Craigieburn Station (11,000 hectares), is currently for sale after
almost one hundred years under the same ownership. The second, Flock Hill Station (14,000
hectares), was sold to international buyers in 2010 and has been managed by the present land
managers for more than a decade. The sale of the Flock Hill lease was subject to the OIA, which
resulted in conditions requiring protection of indigenous habitat and fresh water habitat. Currently a
conservation covenant is being negotiated for a significant wetland on the property (identified by the
PNAP) as part of the OIA agreement.
Cora Lynn Station has been owned by the present owners for twenty years and has recently
negotiated a tenure review agreement. This resulted in protection of significant areas of indigenous
biodiversity and ecosystems as conservation covenants and approximately one third of the Cora Lynn
lease, (approximately 800 hectares) will be returned to the Conservation estate (LINZ, n.d.c). A
background in ecology and botany and diversification into eco-tourism means Cora Lynn Station
owners have created a unique blend of high country sheep and beef farming and nature preservation
underpinned by an internationally renowned nature tourism operation. While the property owners
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concentrate on the eco-tourism operation, Cora Lynn Station has retained stock managers for the
past 10 years.
The 3000 hectare Castle Hill Station is a mix of crown pastoral lease, conservation covenant and
freehold land. Castle Hill station was purchased by the current owners in 2014 whose aim is to
continue operating a sheep and beef cattle farm. The Castle Hill lease underwent significant changes
in 2004, when large tracts of the property were purchased by the NHF (McSweeney, 2009).
Grasmere was purchased by the current owners in 2009 and was added to a portfolio of dairy farms
throughout the South Island. Since then, Grasmere Station has been transformed from a dryland
sheep and beef farm to a dairy grazing property. Grasmere Station owners are currently awaiting a
decision from the Environment Court regarding an appeal on an application to take water from the
Cass River for pivot irrigation, which they consider is essential for their farming operation. The
property was considered ideally located between their other properties on the West Coast and the
Canterbury Plains.

5.2.2 WELRA and WERC
In 2008, following communication with Environment Canterbury it was agreed that the wilding
conifer issue was threatening the unique landscapes of the basin, potentially compromising
conservation parks, the watershed and agricultural land productivity, and without significant
intervention the issue would only worsen. Consequently the community group Waimakariri
Ecological and Landscape Restoration Alliance (WELRA) was established. WELRA’s main aim is to
restore and maintain the area’s unique landscape and biodiversity values and to create the
opportunity for the exchange of wilding conifer management ideas within the community. WELRA is
a not for profit incorporated society made up of local community members. The Waimakariri
Environment and Recreation Committee (WERC) are a subcommittee of WELRA who focus on
recreational aspects of the upper Waimakariri basin. WERC consists of local interests concerned with
addressing the impacts of increased recreation on sensitive natural areas predominantly on public
land in the upper Waimakariri basin.

5.2.3 Individual Volunteers
The upper Waimakariri basin has an informal group of enthusiastic conservation volunteers who
carry out a range of activities on public and private land. Having origins in DoC’s early 2000’s
community conservation programmes, volunteers consider their responsibility as citizens, to
preserve the community’s natural asset. Volunteers carry out regular conservation activities in their
own time and in conjunction with other community members, land owners, WELRA, DoC and
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Environment Canterbury. Volunteers have a broad interest in nature and the outdoors, come from a
variety of back grounds and appear to have a spirit of altruism in common.

5.2.4 Government Agencies
The key government agencies involved in indigenous biodiversity management in the upper
Waimakariri basin are DoC and Environment Canterbury. DoC staff based in Arthur’s Pass, Rangiora
or Christchurch co-ordinate with the community and land managers for conifer eradication
operations and for providing pest and weed management advice. Environment Canterbury and DoC
are consulted by some landowners for advice on assessment of significant indigenous biodiversity
and wetland sites in the upper Waimakariri basin as well as for comment on development proposals.
This provides an opportunity for them to play a variety of roles from advocator, educator, facilitator
and enforcer of indigenous biodiversity management and protection. Environment Canterbury staff
play a significant role facilitating conservation activity, and in particular the efforts of individual staff
were identified during interviews with land managers. Environment Canterbury manages funding
applications for WELRA, and the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee is the conduit for sharing the
CWMS and CLWRP information between the community and Environment Canterbury. While the
upper Waimakariri basin falls under the jurisdiction of the Selwyn District Council, they appear to
have minimal influence on indigenous biodiversity issues in the upper Waimakariri basin.

5.3 Conservation Practices
Interviews with stakeholders revealed conservation practices were undertaken according to their
interests, knowledge, values and the biophysical setting and in the farm context, their stream of
income. Following is an overview of the conservation practices adopted by different stakeholders
and a brief explanation of each practice. An overview of stakeholders, conservation practices and
agency relationship is presented in Table 5.2, followed by an explanation discussing the conservation
practices undertaken by each stake holder group.
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Table 5-2 Conservation Practices Adopted by Stakeholders in the Upper Waimakariri Basin
Practice

Practice adopted

Initiation

Partnership

Wilding pine eradication

All land managers

Individual land
managers &
community
members

Ecan, DoC, land managers, community
groups & individuals
DoC Community Partnership Fund

Weed eradication

All land managers

Required by
Regional Plan

Individual responsibility but enforced by
Ecan

Light grazing regime to control
pine trees and weeds

All land managers

Individual land
managers

Individual land managers

Use of lime to control heiracium

All land managers

Individual land
managers

Individual land managers

Fencing of waterways and
wetlands

Some land managers

Encouraged best
practice
Requirement of OIA
2005

Ecan, DoC and land managers – funding
available from Immediate Steps through the
CWMS funding to assist with fencing

Stock exclusion of water ways

Some land managers

Encouraged best
practice

Individual responsibility but enforced by
Ecan in response to pollution Hotline calls

Riparian planting

Some land managers

DoC (2000)

Instigated by DoC but not considered that
successful

Animal pest – trapping (stoat)

Community group only
on neighbouring public
land

DoC (2000)

Project instigated by DoC and continued by
individuals and community group

Animal pest - hunting

All land managers

Individual

Land managers mainly for recreation

Exotic bird culling
(Canadian Geese)

Some land managers

Individual

Land managers of neighbouring properties
to sensitive lakes

Animal pest – bait stations

Some land managers

Individual

Land managers

Wasp eradication

Community group on
public land and some
land managers

Community group

Instigated by Castle Hill community as a
public health issue

Nutrient Management and soil
monitoring

All land managers

Encouraged best
practice and
requirement of
CLWRP

Partnership between land managers,
industry and Ecan
Predominantly carried out for soil/pasture
management

Refraining from cultivation of
uncultivated land

Some land managers

Land managers

DP rules restrict vegetation removal though
perception that rule not rigorously
enforced; driven by a perceived need to
remain economically sustainable

Creation of covenants

Some land managers

Tenure Review and
the OIA 2005

DoC, LINZ and Land managers

Monitoring of
ecosystems/species/soils

Some land managers
and community groups

DOC, Ecan, UC,
some land
managers

Fragmented, and some land managers and
community members

Conservation advocacy beyond
the farm gate

Some land managers
and community
volunteers

Land Managers and
DOC

Conservation advocacy with DoC and NHF in
the creation of conservation parks,
covenants and public access
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5.3.1 Land Managers
This section discusses the conservation practices undertaken by the land managers, insights in to key
reasons for undertaking the practices and the relationship with an agency or community group.

Wilding Conifer Eradication and Plant Weeds
All land managers in the upper Waimakariri basin undertake wilding conifer eradication and are
concerned by the threat to agricultural productivity and to some extent the impact of wilding
conifers on waterways and on native vegetation. Flock Hill Station and Cora Lynn Station face the
greatest threat from wilding conifer intrusion due to their proximity to original government planted
sources. Flock Hill Station is used as a research laboratory by forestry researchers developing and
trialling methods for wilding conifer eradication. Fire was advocated as a control method for wilding
conifers though the benefits of this were disputed by some stakeholders.
Since the establishment of WELRA, the wilding conifer problem is perceived as being more
manageable by some land managers. WELRA has secured community and central government
funding (DoC) to assist land managers eradicate wilding conifers, but the future of such funding was
unknown. Development of the National Wilding Conifer Strategy 2015-2030 (MPI, 2015) highlights
the cooperative efforts of stakeholders. Environment Canterbury applies for and administers funding
for WELRA. In addition to private contractors, DoC and community volunteers provide labour to carry
out the physical task of conifer eradication on private land. All land managers co-operate in this
initiative as the benefits are clear, including lower personal cost and the availability of volunteer
labour.
Land managers undertake weed control of gorse, broom, and Nassella tussock and willow trees and
were aware of statutory requirement to manage weed incursions, especially where there is a threat
to neighbouring properties. Those neighbouring Crown land expressed concerned at the Crown’s
inability to prevent future spread of weeds due to lack of resourcing and a change in policy. Periodic
sheep grazing was considered an effective method for conifer seedlings but the cancellation of
grazing rights to areas of Crown land was perceived as creating a new wilding conifer problem.
Economic conditions played a significant role in the level of weed management undertaken however
there was significant awareness about the consequences and cost of deferred weed management.

Water and Nutrient Run Off Management
All properties draw water for stock and domestic use. Currently there is no irrigation in the upper
Waimakariri basin, however Grasmere Station having had an initial resource consent application for
an irrigation water take declined, await an Environment Court appeal decision. Grasmere Station
land managers have proposed offsetting measures including financial assistance for water quality
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research and fencing of a larger than legally required riparian strip (29 metres as opposed to the
required 20 metres) between their farm land and Lake Grasmere.
Some land managers, where practical have fenced significant wetlands and waterways. Cora Lynn
Station land managers fenced significant wetlands, mostly at their own expense with financial
assistance from the Environment Canterbury Living Streams programme (now ended). These
wetlands will be transferred to the Conservation estate as part of tenure review. Fencing every water
way was considered impractical and cost prohibitive, given the scale of the larger properties.
Nutrient runoff from farming activity is a contentious issue in the high country and landowners
consider more science is required to understand causes of declining water quality, especially in high
country lakes. New regulations require resource consents to farm in some areas, which requires the
development of farm environment management plans (FEMP) to demonstrate how fertiliser use and
nutrient runoff will be managed within proposed limits. This applies particularly to Grasmere Station
and Flockhill Station whose properties are located in ‘at risk’ and ‘sensitive lake’ zones identified in
the CLWRP. Land managers presented a range of knowledge about FEMP requirements from little
knowledge to fully completed plans. There was considerable confusion and frustration at the logic for
defining zones, raising issues of inequity and the potential risk of degradation of some water ways
not included in the ‘at risk’ or ‘sensitive lake’ zone but in their opinions, despite the protection of
lease arrangements, equally vulnerable to future intensification.

Animal Pests
On all properties surveyed large animal pests are managed by recreational hunting. Stoat and
hedgehog trapping was undertaken on one property for the benefit of indigenous biodiversity.
Animal pests were not considered a significant problem, however where agricultural production was
threatened pest management was more likely to occur. Canadian geese were considered to be major
contributors to nutrients entering waterways particularly by land managers with properties located
in sensitive lake zones. Goose cull operations at Lakes Pearson and Grasmere had been carried out by
neighbouring land managers. The same land managers aim to carry out their own water quality
monitoring to ascertain the contributions of bird populations to deteriorating water quality, with one
claiming the reason for carrying their own monitoring being that:
“Ecan only monitor the lakes in the summer and more science is needed to
monitor water quality year round” (Land manager, September 2015).
Several landowners with properties close to mountain beech forest use bait stations to eradicate
more insidious pest incursions such as mice, rats and possums. The bait used is ‘Pest Off’ containing
Brodifacoum. For the past twenty years, Cora Lynn land managers have maintained bait lines to
eradicate pest species specifically possums. Pest Off pallets are loaded into bait station attached to
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trees above ground designed to attract possums and rats, and to deter birds. The Cora Lynn bait
station lines are strategically located within covenanted areas, to protect native plants such as the
rare beech mistletoe, an important food source for bellbirds. These land managers expressed that:
“...it (strategic pest eradication) matters to us because our nature tourism
business is built on sustainable management of New Zealand’s high
country” (Land manager, August 2015).

Minimising Cultivation
All landowners maintained the need to balance economic sustainability with environmental
sustainability and discussed the potential for additional cultivation. Approximately 80% of the private
land in the upper Waimakariri basin is currently uncultivated. The ratio of cultivated to uncultivated
land varies according to the size of the property and the farm system. Of 550 hectares at Grasmere
Station, 97% is cultivated and of 14,000 hectares at Flockhill Station currently less than 5% is
cultivated, with a further 15% considered cultivatable. There is economic pressure to diversify
farming operations to increase productivity. This requires changing the farm system to focus more on
sheep meat production rather than on the narrow merino wool market. Consequently, most land
managers plan to cultivate new areas to grow fodder crops to sustain meat animals and increase
productivity, to support MPI’s export goals (MPI, 2014). Land managers were aware of SDP rules for
vegetation clearance but were of the opinion that rules are not rigorously enforced and claimed new
cultivation would only occur on land where indigenous biodiversity values were diminished.

Covenants, Indigenous Biodiversity Monitoring and Conservation Advocacy
The sale of the Flockhill Station lease to international owners required approval under the OIA. OIA
conditions included enhancement of indigenous vegetation and fauna, trout, salmon and wild life
habitat, which has resulted in fencing of key water ways and negotiations with DoC to covenant the
Vagabonds Inn wetland, an area identified for protection under the PNAP. The Cora Lynn Station
tenure review negotiation has resulted in approximately 800 hectares of high conservation value
land returned to the conservation estate, including sequences of mountain top alpine vegetation
down to earlier protected valley floor wetlands, which connect to the Cass River system.
Conservation covenants placed over parts of the freehold property include mature matagouri flats
adjacent to the Waimakariri River. Parts of the Castle Hill Station pastoral lease were covenanted
under previous ownership in 2004.
Most land managers undertake monitoring of soils for pasture management, using Overseer 2.
However the use of Overseer to monitor nutrient runoff into freshwater ecosystems in the high

Overseer is a computer model for calculating and estimating nutrient flows for productive farming systems
(Nixon, 2013)

2
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country, was considered inappropriate due to its inability to account for the range of biophysical
variables and the consequent higher rate of error. Little monitoring is carried out for the benefit of
ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity. However ongoing monitoring of indigenous species has
been carried out on Cora Lynn Station for the past twenty years, as part of their pest management
programme and nature tourism operation.
Interviews with some land managers, revealed that over the past two decades, some have been
instrumental in promoting the conservation and protection of natural features of the upper
Waimakariri catchment. As part of the NHF, one land manager has been influential in purchasing
large tracts of indigenous habitat, which has been transferred from pastoral leases to the
conservation estate. The interview with the community conservation group WELRA representative,
revealed that most land managers have readily co-operated with other stakeholder groups in wilding
conifer management across the catchment, with some taking active involvement on neighbouring
properties and the surrounding conservation estate.

Summary of Land Manager Conservation Practices
Figure 5.1 illustrates the range of conservation management practices identified through interviews,
undertaken by the five land managers interviewed. These practices were identified through
discussion with individual land managers using exploratory questions. A simplistic binary (yes/no)
measurement was used to ascertain whether or not the activity was being undertaken by individual
land managers. The measurement does not reflect the extent to which an activity is undertaken.

Figure 5.1 Biodiversity Enhancement undertaken by Land Managers
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Wilding conifer management, weeds and fencing waterways where practicable were the most
consistent conservation activities undertaken by all land managers and reflect regulatory
requirements. Conservation covenants occur on three properties as a result of tenure review,
negotiations under the OIA for the sale of sensitive land and as part of a pastoral lease review under
the CPLA. Animal pests eradicated for the purpose of indigenous biodiversity protection occurred on
a small scale (however where pests affected farm activities, animal pest management was more
likely to occur). CPLWR regulation farm environment management plans (FEMP) had been completed
by one land manager and others were being initiated. All properties were considering some future
cultivation and conversion to fodder crops, which will involve clearing native vegetation, albeit in
areas with a perceived diminished conservation value. Little monitoring of biodiversity and
conservation advocacy beyond the farm gate occurs by land managers. The model illustrates that
while regulation conservation management occurs, other activities could be driven by personal
interests and values, and economic negotiations and trade-offs.

5.3.2 WELRA and WERC
WELRA’s focus is on wilding conifer eradication in the upper Waimakariri basin. WELRA’s jurisdiction
includes the southern part of the Waimakariri catchment bounded by Arthurs’ Pass National Park and
the Waimakariri River, the Craigieburn and Torlesse ranges to the south and east to the Poulter River
confluence with the Waimakariri River. WELRA’s work area includes all properties mentioned in this
research, as well as part of the surrounding conservation estate. WELRA has a Memorandum of
Understanding with DoC as well as an understanding with land managers, allowing removal of pine
trees off their respective lands. Field work is co-ordinated by the WELRA committee. WELRA’s activity
is underpinned by the MPI National Wilding Conifer Management Strategy (MPI, 2015); and takes a
co-ordinated, systematic approach to eradicating wilding conifers, working on prioritised sections of
the catchment suited to the ability of the available workforce. In addition to large scale wilding
conifer eradication using helicopters, field days are carried out, utilising volunteers to tackle areas
with hand tools and chainsaws, combing through the landscape and cutting or extracting wilding
conifers by hand. WELRA’s work is ongoing and relies on continuing financial support from local and
central government.
Subcommittee WERC, oversee a wasp control programme in the Craigieburn Conservation Park with
the dual purpose of managing the public health risk and eradicating a pest which competes with
native birds for food, as well as has the potential to disrupt the nutrient cycle of honey dew in the
beech forest. Knowledge and tools from this programme are shared with neighbouring Castle Hill
Station who share a similar issue.
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5.3.3 Individual Volunteers
A small but dedicated group of local individuals manage site specific pest eradication programmes
focussing on wild life refuges and protecting habitat for indigenous species. Initiated by DoC’s
community conservation programme in 2000, approximately 30 stoat trap boxes have been installed
at Lake Pearson Moana Rua Wild Life Refuge. Operating for 15 years, the traps are checked on a
monthly basis by regular volunteers. Catch records show an annual catch of approximately 25 - 40
stoats and provides an interesting data set of stoat and other animal pests present in the upper
Waimakariri basin including feral cats, rats and hedgehogs. Several households in the Castle Hill
village maintain a small number of stoat traps, and DoC and the Arthur’s Pass Wild Life Trust
volunteers maintain numerous trap lines in Arthur’s Pass National Park and Craigieburn Conservation
Park. Monitoring of threatened species is carried out by volunteers at sites where stoat trapping is
undertaken. The benefits of participating in community conservation was articulated by one
volunteer who maintained that:
“Catching stoats is addictive, I challenge anyone to give it a go. I guarantee
you will be hooked. Aside from the benefits to nature, it is just a really great
day out” (Conservation volunteer, upper Waimakariri basin, July 2015)
Individual volunteers’ co-ordinate with WELRA, DoC and land managers to undertake wilding pine
eradication on a casual basis throughout the basin. A strong informal volunteer network co-ordinates
the wider Canterbury community wishing to take part in conservation activity in the upper
Waimakariri basin, in co-operation with community leaders, DoC and land managers.

5.3.4 Government Agencies
The role of government agencies appears to be mostly one of advocacy, administration and
facilitation of conservation practices in the upper Waimakariri basin. Environment Canterbury handle
the administration and funding for WELRA while DoC oversee field work undertaken by WELRA.
Community groups have received funding support and resources for conservation activities (on the
conservation estate) from the Environment Canterbury Immediate Steps fund. DoC have provided
stoat traps for volunteers to use on the conservation estate. DoC has an important advocacy role for
conservation of indigenous species on private land, generally being the first port of call for
landowners seeking advice on matters relating to native flora and fauna. The Selwyn Waihora Zone
committee is becoming increasingly active on biodiversity issues in the upper Waimakariri basin, but
is constrained by a large area and a small team. The SDC is largely silent on the upper Waimakariri
basin other than use of pictorial images of its landscapes and recreational opportunities in
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promotional material. No landowners to the knowledge of the SDC staff member, had applied for
biodiversity funding from the district council or taken advantage of the LTP rates rebate policy for
biodiversity protection. Government agency staff discussed the potential for co-ordinating activities
and some were actively participating to address issues they shared with other agencies.
Environment Canterbury, Fish and Game and DoC were co-ordinating assessments of wetlands of
concern in the upper Waimakariri basin by undertaking site visits together (Regional Council
Biodiversity staff, Personal communication, August, 2015). However, some Government agency staff
considered lack of resourcing to be the biggest issue for achieving biodiversity goals as well as the
fragmented nature of small groups working in isolation and the interests of lobby groups and the
resistance to regulation as other potential barriers.

5.4 Institutes and Mechanisms
An ongoing part of the research involved constructing a conceptual diagram of institutions and
mechanisms which influence indigenous biodiversity management in New Zealand (Fig. 5.2). This
diagram has been constructed as a result of desk top research, semi-structured interviews, and
participant observation.
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Figure 5.2 illustrates the complex network of institutions, mechanisms and relationships which
influence indigenous biodiversity management and protection in New Zealand. The statutory drivers
for indigenous biodiversity protection are shown in white and the key non-statutory drivers shown in
light grey. The dark grey boxes suggest the potential barriers to achieving gains for indigenous
biodiversity.
While DoC is mandated under the Conservation Act to advocate for the nation’s natural heritage
generally, its ability to do so is compromised by under resourcing and by competing agency goals for
economic growth and productivity. A similar conflict exists between environmental and economic
development goals which constrain regional and territorial authorities in the role for biodiversity and
ecosystem maintenance and enhancement. While higher order planning instruments contain
objectives and policies for indigenous biodiversity protection, weakening occurs at the plan making
and implementation level due to the influence of vested interests, balanced representation during
plan making and fragmentation of resources for implementation of and compliance with indigenous
biodiversity related regulation.
NGO’s, efforts of community groups, and individual volunteers, the establishment of conservation
covenants and management conditions by private landowners appear to contribute to maintenance
of indigenous biodiversity, though sustainability is dependent on ongoing Government support,
funding and monitoring. Kaitiakitanga suggests a broad concept of stewardship over indigenous
biodiversity shared by multiple stakeholders. Private property rights, the local economy, science,
knowledge and technology are important influences at the grass roots level for adoption of
conservation practices. The effect of nature tourism has not been examined deeply, however in the
context of this research it appears to be a driver of indigenous biodiversity protection.
The black arrows indicate the direction of influence. The two way arrows highlight feedback loops,
where one institution may inform another, for example new scientific research and knowledge is
informed by the behaviour of the indigenous biodiversity itself, as are the economic decisions that
people make. Figure 5.2 highlights the complexity as well as the opportunities for improving coordination, co-operation and communication of goals for indigenous biodiversity.

5.5 Summary
This section has provided an overview of the stakeholders’ interviewed, their interests and the
conservation practices adopted in the upper Waimakariri basin. The main stakeholders interviewed
included land managers, community conservation groups, individual conservation volunteers and
biodiversity professionals employed in the government sector. Of nine conservation practices
identified, a third are being carried out with consistency, reflecting legislative requirements. Insights
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into the reasons for undertaking indigenous biodiversity conservation have been identified as well as
recognition of barriers to wider integration of practices. This chapter concluded with a conceptual
diagram illustrating the key institutions and mechanisms understood to influence indigenous
biodiversity management and protection in New Zealand as understood through the course of the
research.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
This chapter is presented in five parts. The first part offers an overview of the main themes emerging
from the interviews. The second part views the interview themes through the lens of ecological
literacy and sustainability; and the third part views the themes through the lens of neoliberalism. The
fourth part discusses the diffusion of conservation practices and the communication network that
has facilitated diffusion. The main themes are summarised in the final part.

6.1 Main Themes
The main theme to emerge is the complex institutional setting, raising the potential for conflicting
outcomes for indigenous biodiversity. Central government goals appear to be in conflict and restrict
the ability to achieve biodiversity goals. Planning documents contain ambiguities, enabling
interpretation to suit interests. Token incentives to maintain and protect indigenous biodiversity
result in poor uptake by land managers. The introduction of zoning and limits perpetuates business
as usual and appears to have little ecological rationale. The reported lack of co-ordination between
agencies, suggests while there is a combined wealth of knowledge and experience, small teams
acting in isolation with fragmented funding are less effective at achieving biodiversity goals. A heavy
reliance on voluntary land manager co-operation, collaborative groups and volunteers to expedite
conservation activity on private land aligns with neoliberal ideology. While land manager
conservation activities occur in accordance with regulation, few activities beyond legal requirements
occur with the specific intention of biodiversity enhancement. Despite comprehensive focus on
maintenance and enhancement of indigenous biodiversity in planning instruments, in practice, its
protection while apparently compatible, does not appear to be broadly recognised as an essential
part of sustainable management in the upper Waimakariri basin. Conversations with land managers
suggest there is a willingness to undertake more indigenous biodiversity conservation, if the benefits
were clearly articulated and it was adequately supported.

6.2 Ecological Literacy and Sustainability
The initial reframing of the interview questions from ‘indigenous biodiversity’ to ‘native plants and
animals’ and ‘pest management’ may suggest that the relative recent development of ‘indigenous
biodiversity’ has not yet filtered to the wider public. This unfamiliarity may suggest a basic
understanding of native flora and fauna. That being said, there was an inherent recognition by land
managers, of the coupling between land health and stock, which underpins economic viability of
farm operations. Conservation practices integrated into farm systems were generally motivated by
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compliance with legal requirements and productivity gains, with a secondary desire to maintain the
integrity of the landscape and improve water retention. While there is increased understanding of
water quality and quantity issues, there are conflicting opinions over the causes of degradation.
A split between the ecological literacy paradigms was apparent between the land manager group and
the volunteer group, and some government biodiversity professionals. The land manager group in
general, aligned with Sutton’s (2000) reformist or Naess’s (Capra 1996) shallow ecological approach,
illustrated through the reliance on technological advancements such as nutrient modelling, fertiliser,
machinery, crops adapted to the climatic conditions to support increased farm productivity. While
technological advancements may increase productivity of marginal land and present opportunities to
measure effects, they may also place pressure on remaining indigenous biodiversity and mask the
need for more radical change which Sutton (2000) argues is required to achieve sustainability. The so
called recognition of healthy ecosystem function underpinning farm sustainability as well as the use
of technological advancements to increase productivity, presents a paradox which supports Kollmuss
and Agyeman’s (2002) argument that knowledge may not necessarily extend to behaviour that
results in favourable environmental outcomes. Notably, the implementation of the CLWRP limits
indicated a slight shift in one land manager thinking toward the deep ecological paradigm, with one
commenting:
“As inconsistent as it is, the plan (CLWRP) has made us think about the
effects of what we do (on the environment)” (Land manager, August, 2015).
This comment counters the notion proposed by (Goodbun et al., 2006), who argue use of limits
simply perpetuates business as usual and avoids the necessity for new understandings of the
relationship between humans and nature.
The conservation volunteer group and ecology professional had reasoning that aligned more closely
with Naess’s deep ecological thinking and the radical approach as proposed by Sutton (2000) and
Capra (1996). Several comments from ecology professionals and volunteers include:
“As a citizen, I feel it is my duty to leave the world in a better place than I
found it” (Conservation volunteer, July, 2015)
“Protecting the watershed from invading pine trees is really important for
drought proofing, water filtering and protecting indigenous habitats”
(Ecology professional, July, 2015)
Supporting Roberts et al. (2015), this group expressed an urgent need to maintain any remaining
indigenous biological diversity in the upper Waimakariri basin for scientific and aesthetic purposes
and to protect ecosystem services; as a safeguard against climate change emphasizing the potential
for an increase in extreme weather events, erosion, flooding and loss of water filtration ability, as
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critical among other services offered by intact indigenous biodiversity. Similarly participation in
biodiversity conservation projects contributed to physical, mental and spiritual wellbeing and was
expressed by one volunteer as:
“Participating in a wilding pine day is just a really good day out, makes you
feel great and if I can do something positive for biodiversity and the
environment that is even better” (Conservation volunteer, August 2015).
Interviewees holding such values, emphasised the vulnerability of nature and the threat of
agricultural intensification; and the need for a paradigm shift toward more ecologically sensitive and
sustainable farming practices. They argued for the use of regulatory and economic mechanisms
supporting the hybrid approach to managing biodiversity as proposed by McAfee and Shapiro (2010)
and with improved enforcement, to prevent further loss of indigenous biodiversity. Several
interviewees highlighted the need for robust regulation and effective implementation by claiming:
“Those rain shadow basins (such as the upper Waimakariri basin) are
immensely important, once you scrap the top layer off it never comes back
therefore there is irreversible loss (of important biodiversity). You see that is
where we are better off with the CPLA and regulation” (Professional
ecologist, July, 2015).
“That is something we struggle with constantly, getting the local authority
to enforce the clearance rules” (Conservation volunteer also active in the
Ashburton catchment, August, 2015).
“We simply need more (environmental) regulation in rural New Zealand”
(Land manager, Conservation advocate and volunteer, October 2015).
Planning instruments illustrate aspects of both shallow and deep ecological thinking. The WRRP
upholds the inherent naturalness of the upper Waimakariri basin, its tributaries and its ecosystems
yet it does not prohibit water takes from its tributaries. The SDP designates the upper Waimakariri
basin as an ONL but excludes much of the valley floor, providing a loophole for development.
Indigenous vegetation clearance is permitted in the SDP, though constrained by complex conditions
but simultaneously enabled if part of improved pasture. The CWMS seeks to enhance natural
character and expand irrigation. Brower (2008) argues “ambiguity is a powerful tool that serves
certain interests… and that ambiguity in policy is deliberate and makes “everything legal and nothing
challengeable” (p.154). Plans and policies appear to say the right things, but may be interpreted by
well-resourced technocrats in any way to serve their particular interest. As highlighted by one
interviewee who argued that:
“The level of political interference, obfuscation, and manipulation of
evidence by dodgy consultants prolonging the RMA process is appalling”
“…the ecology profession lacks a code of ethics similar to that of the
engineering profession – it shows the immaturity of the industry and you
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soon get to know who the dodgy consultants are” (Professional ecologist,
July 2015).
The relevant planning instruments contain robust objectives, goals, and policies for assessing and
avoiding, mitigating or remedying adverse effects on indigenous biodiversity, however the planning
process appears to enable contradiction of RMA principles. Another interviewee argued that:
“Plans start off with good intentions. However rules are not just watered
down, they are water blasted down by vested interests during the plan
making process” (Territorial Authority Staff Member, September, 2015).
Plans are weakened by powerful interest groups during the plan making process, to a point where
they become almost symbolic. Plans are further weakened by the lack of resourcing of community
groups, therefore constrained in their ability to participate in the RMA process, and furthermore by
the will for implementation and enforcement. One interviewee commented:
“In the end, the plans are only as good as the people implementing them”
(Professional ecologist, July, 2015)
While another attributed:
“The dominance of a ‘settler mentality’ preoccupied with development”
(Territorial Authority staff, September, 2015)
…as the reason for poor implementation and enforcement of rules to uphold environmental
integrity. Clearly sustainable management is imagined across a broad spectrum of world views. This
phenomenon illustrates a paradox of sustainable management, where on the one hand reformists
believe technological advancements can achieve sustainability, while on the other, a radical shift in
attitude and behaviour underpinned by deep ecological principles is required if the planet’s natural
capital and thus the economy is to be sustained.

6.3 Neoliberalism and the Biophysical World
Evidence of privatisation, marketization, market friendly regulation, the use of corporate style
management techniques and the presence of flanking mechanisms are indicators of the neoliberal
programme in the upper Waimakariri basin. The presence of ‘the neoliberal individual’ suggests that
the use of well-designed economic instruments to preserve indigenous biodiversity may support
biodiversity management and formal protection in the upper Waimakariri basin.

6.3.1 Privatisation and Marketization
The research supports the view that definitive private property rights mean that indigenous
biodiversity management occurs at the discretion of the land manager, on a voluntary basis and
serves to meet the needs of specific farm systems and the minimum requirements for government
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regulation. Private property rights as an institution, are upheld in the upper Waimakariri basin,
demonstrated by defined boundaries between properties, and private and public land. There was
some evidence of conservation advocacy beyond the farm gate, but generally role was undertaken
by DoC, WELRA and other volunteers.
Tenure review (of Cora Lynn) has resulted in privatisation of approximately 1000 hectares of the
upper Waimakariri basin including conservation covenants over areas of the freehold land critical to
its eco-tourism operation, the trade-off is proposed gains for conservation including 800 hectares of
some of the basin’s most highly regarded ecosystems to be transferred to DoC. To what extent this
represents a gain for conservation however, will depend on DoC’s future resourcing and its ability to
maintain a larger estate. Grasmere Station owners await an Environment Court decision, which may
substantiate private water rights. Both tenure review and the Grasmere water rights appeal
represent neoliberal privatization of public resources, and the willingness of individuals to participate
in market driven negotiations for natural capital. The appeal decision will set a precedent.
A capitalist economy underpinned by agriculture and eco-tourism automatically places a monetary
value on the biophysical environment, through the ‘willingness to pay’ to preserve and protect, or to
convert to more profitable means. Differences in opinion over the sustainability of intensification
suggest some believe short term productivity gains may override the longer term value of
maintaining undisturbed soils, indigenous biodiversity and subsequent ecosystem services. Past
history shows short term over-use resulted in unusable land and the consequent retirement from
agricultural production, suggesting false economies and unsustainable practices.
Furthermore the willingness to fund an appeal to the Environment Court to substantiate water for
private gain, as in the Grasmere case, illustrates the potential for commodification of nature. On the
one hand, people are exercising the right they have to develop their own freehold land, however
where people believe that right extends to the use of public goods such as rivers, seems less
justifiable. Given the investment made by the neighbouring property in wetland protection in
partnership with the Regional Council and in the public interest to maintain and enhance a
freshwater ecosystem, strikes a direct tension between nature conservation, economic development,
an inequity between the public good and private gain, and also between neighbours. That planning
instruments do not prevent such a situation, supports the ambiguity argued by Walker et al. (2008)
and Brower (2008).

6.3.2 Market Friendly Regulation
The minimal contact between government agencies and land managers and the lack of familiarity
with planning instruments, supports Peck and Tickell’s (2002) ‘roll back’ and ‘roll out’ approach by
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government agencies, who have sought to minimise regulation, and appear to support individual
freedom and market friendly regulation. In contrast, the CLWRP appears to refute market friendly
regulation, by attempting to impose controls on land use by zoning and nutrient limits, though
scepticism about the effectiveness was widespread among almost all stakeholder groups. Opinions
were mixed regarding the effectiveness of the CLWRP. One person interviewed claimed:
“It’s too soon to tell if it (the CLWRP) will achieve desired outcomes, but it’s
better than what we had” (Biodiversity staff, August, 2015).
While a land manager questioned:
“What’s going to happen if we can’t meet the target (for nutrient zones)?
Probably nothing” (Land manager, August, 2015).
The RMA is underpinned by public participation. Ironically few stakeholders beyond ecology
professionals and some civic minded citizens, had participated in the process or had knowledge of
policies and plans, with greater participation (other than planning staff) identified among some
voluntary stakeholders. The following quotes are a snap shot of some interviewee perspectives of
RMA processes and plans:
“I have made a couple of submissions on different resource consent
applications and plans in the upper Waimakariri over the years”
(Conservation volunteer, July, 2015).
“I know there is a district plan but I don’t really know what is in it” (Land
manager, August, 2015).
“I have never read the regional policy statement but would probably know
where to find it if I had too” (Land manager, August, 2015).
This highlights an irony embedded within neoliberalism, which has attempted to create self-reliant
responsible and autonomous communities, but which has in fact had the opposite effect resulting in
minimal participation in decision making that affects the way of life.

6.3.3 Corporate Style Management and Flanking Organisations
The use of financial incentives, such as rates rebates and contestable funds available to individuals
and community groups for management and protection of biodiversity, suggests a cost efficiency
strategy that reduces the liability of the public sector. Brown et al. (2015) argue biodiversity
protection on private land comes at an opportunity cost to the land owner, therefore since they are
providing a public benefit, they should be duly recompensed, however there is a fine line between
private and public benefit when considering use of incentives. The poor uptake of rates rebates for
protection of indigenous biodiversity by upper Waimakariri basin landowners, and the SDC
contestable biodiversity fund ($40,000/year for all of Selwyn District) suggests an insufficiency.
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Contestable funds offered by DoC and Environment Canterbury, on the other hand, have been
received by community groups and land managers for some biodiversity projects in the upper
Waimakariri basin. WELRA was of the opinion that while such funding mechanisms empower
community groups to achieve conservation goals, the groups success relies heavily on the presence
of motivated individuals to drive the project, an enthusiastic volunteer base, and consistent, reliable
funding and commitment of government agencies.
Volunteer groups have inherited considerable responsibility for indigenous biodiversity management
in the upper Waimakariri basin. The presence of such community volunteer groups (Zone Committee,
WELRA and WERC) supports Castree’s (2010a) notion of ‘flanking mechanisms’, which have been
created in the absence of government intervention to address biodiversity issues. However, the
autonomy of some community groups was questioned by some stakeholders. While the Zone
committee is portrayed as a stakeholder collaborative, it is perceived by some stakeholders as not
broadly representative nor inclusive, and essentially a branch of Environment Canterbury. As was
WELRA, who’s funding is sought and administered by Environment Canterbury was perceived as a
volunteer group being used to carry out government responsibilities. This was articulated by one
interviewee who claimed:
“WELRA is really just a thinly veiled branch of Ecan” (Spokesperson for Land
manager, July 2015).
The use of community groups to carry out extensive conservation management supports Castree
(2010a) and Roy (2015), who argue such flanking mechanisms are merely a neoliberal efficiency
strategy to uphold the dominant hegemony, under the guise of community empowerment. Given the
significance of New Zealand’s record for biodiversity losses, the goal to halt irreversible biodiversity
loss and the obligation of the New Zealand government as a party to the CBD, the reliance on
community volunteers (while undoubtedly able and committed) to deliver desired outcomes for
indigenous biodiversity could be considered a precarious and irresponsible strategy.

6.3.4 The Neoliberal Individual
While Memon (2002) argues the neoliberal mind-set is fundamentally at odds with the sustainability
paradigm, Lockie (2009, p.410) on the other hand, claims it has created a “behaviourally manipulable
being” capable of responding to use of regulation and market instruments in a rational way. Given
the prevalence of the market economy and the willingness to diversify, and the need to work within
the existing system, the upper Waimakariri community presents an opportunity to trial alternative
regimes promoting sustainable management. Offsetting mechanisms to undertake indigenous
biodiversity protection and monitoring, have been proposed by one land owner, but were claimed to
have been received with little enthusiasm. The utility of economic instruments to encourage
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biodiversity protection in the upper Waimakariri basin appears to have been little explored. As a
buffering zone between conservation lands, the remaining indigenous biodiversity on private land,
combined with growing recreational and eco-tourism, suggests the upper Waimakariri basin maybe a
potential location to trial innovative mechanisms such as biodiversity banking or a cultivation tax that
encourage land owners to protect remaining indigenous biodiversity (Gardner et al., 2013; Brown et
al., 2015).

6.4 Diffusion of Innovations
Rogers (1983) and Reimer et al. (2012) identify the rate of uptake of conservation practices is
determined by assessing the practice against relative advantage and perceived benefits, whether or
not the practice aligns with values and social norms, as well as simplicity and trial-ability of a practice.
Communication networks also play a role in whether a practice is adopted (Rogers, 1983).
Given the imminent threat of wilding conifers in the upper Waimakariri basin, eradication of the
species is the most wide spread conservation practice. Advocacy by community group WELRA is the
most significant influence on adoption of wilding conifer eradication. Most of the stakeholders
interviewed undertook wilding conifer eradication in some capacity and had a relationship with the
WELRA group. As the most pervasive issue in the basin, the benefits and relative advantages are
easily identified. For land managers, public funding and the utilisation of volunteer labour is a
significant economic advantage. The opportunity to reclaim and maintain productive land
encourages land managers to pursue ongoing conifer eradication. For conservation volunteers,
conifer eradication aligns with values which highly rate enhancement of indigenous biodiversity and
landscapes of the upper Waimakariri basin.
In contrast, animal pest eradication is not widely carried out across the catchment. This practice
provides little observable benefit to land managers other than those involved in nature tourism and
those volunteers who hold deeper ecological values. Land managers tended to undertake animal
pest eradication only if it impacted on farm productivity.
Awareness of a greater need for protection of whole catchment freshwater habitats is growing. The
CLWRP has prompted land manager stakeholders to consider how their own practices may be
adapted to minimise negative effects on waterways adjacent to their properties and on downstream
users.
Land managers considered DoC to be the first point of contact for indigenous biodiversity
management advice. One volunteer recalled the success of DoC’s early 2000’s “Women in
Conservation” programme, which instigated the fifteen year long Lake Pearson stoat trapping
project. Ongoing support from DoC, including the provision of traps was cited for the programme’s
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enduring success. Environment Canterbury were also considered a key source of advice for
environmental management, especially for water ways management.
Land managers considered farm advisors as the main source for fertiliser budgeting advice for new
rules associated with the CLWRP, though some operated on historical use claiming a potential
conflict of interest between the need to sell fertiliser and to provide sound environmental advice.
There was uncertainty among land managers over the relevance of nutrient budgeting due to the
underlying rationale for the nutrient zones and the inappropriateness of the model Overseer given its
inability to account for variability in biophysical characteristics.
“We have to rely on best guess and assumptions which really questions the
whole validity of the information coming out of that programme” (Land
manager, upper Waimakariri basin, August, 2015).
The site specific adoption of practices and the relative lack of catchment wide adoption of a broad
suite of indigenous biodiversity conservation management practices, suggests an opportunity to
improve practices, especially in predatory pest eradication and incentives to discourage cultivation.
The scaling back of government intervention and the scarcity of funding to support indigenous
biodiversity protection does not send the signal of urgency articulated by the CBD, the NZBDS or
required to understand the full implications for further losses of New Zealand’s unique biodiversity.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the factors influencing an individual’s adoption of conservation practices. The
diagram indicates that while internal factors such as an individual’s ecological knowledge, values and
attitudes and the propensity to participate in community conservation projects may be a drivers of
biodiversity action, they may also be influenced by social, cultural and economic factors. External
factors such as the political economy, the institutional setting and government advocacy may also
influence individual choice to participate in conservation activity. Adequate incentives or risk of social
disrepute may also influence an individual’s choice to undertake indigenous biodiversity
preservation. The white boxes (regulation and local economy) suggest in the absence of not
undertaking an activity by their own choice, one may do so if required by regulation or their income
is dependent on undertaken an activity. The dashed lines indicate the uncertain pathways and the
grey boxes highlight the potential barriers.
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Political Action

INTERNAL FACTORS
Ecological Knowledge
Values and Attitudes
Community Action
Individualism

Regulation
Local Economy
Lack of incentives

Social Context
Biophysical Context
Cultural Context

EXTERNAL FACTORS
Political Economy
Institutional Setting
Government Agency Coordination

Traditional practices
Private property
rights
Roll back/ roll out
Lack of alternatives

Reliance on flanking
organisations
Insecure Resourcing

Biodiversity
Enhancement
Adoption

Implementation
Market Friendly Regulation

= Barriers

Figure 6.1 Individual Adoption of Biodiversity Enhancement Practices
(Adapted from Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002).
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6.5 Summary
A divergence presented between those with a deeper ecological world view and those who favoured
ecological modernisation and a more shallow ecological view as pathways to sustainability. In
general the volunteer and ecologist stakeholders aligned with the deep ecological view, while the
land managers and some of the planners opted for technological fixes thus supporting a shallow
ecological view. Despite that a common belief in sustainable management and the need to preserve
indigenous biodiversity and ecosystems was common among those interviewed.
While land managers carried out the necessary legal requirements for pest, weed and to some
degree waterway management, scope exists to expand conservation activity. A capitalist economy
underpinned by agriculture and eco-tourism by default commodifies the natural world. Private
property rights mean decisions to undertake indigenous biodiversity preservation and protection
ultimately lie with the land owner, however this may be enhanced by the presence of well informed
and resourced community conservation efforts. Dependence on community conservation groups and
volunteers to carry out conservation work in the upper Waimakariri basin is high and is reliant on
what is perceived as insecure short term funding and the presence of motivated community
members. The reliance on community groups to undertake and advocate for conservation practices
and roll back of government intervention supports the neoliberal programme. While this strategy
may be perceived as efficient under the guise of empowering communities, it may also prove to be a
false economy given what is at stake.
The presence of the neoliberal individual, especially among land managers suggests the potential for
the use of market instruments for increasing biodiversity protection on private land, in combination
with greater advocacy for the value of maintaining and enhancing ecosystems and indigenous
biodiversity. DoC and Environment Canterbury play a pivotal role as key advocates for indigenous
biodiversity preservation and protection, as understood during the interviews. Combining of
resources may assist in presenting a united front and common goals.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This research is a one small sample of a part of one catchment in the South Island’s high country. It is
therefore limited in its findings and cannot claim to represent all high country communities. The
main question posed by this research was to examine whether indigenous biodiversity protection is
compatible with sustainable management of private land in the South Island’s high country.
Subsidiary questions included examining the extent of integrated indigenous biodiversity
management as part of sustainable land management, the main drivers and barriers for protecting
biodiversity and the effectiveness of the planning instruments in enhancing and protecting
indigenous biodiversity.
Indigenous biodiversity protection is increasingly recognised as part of sustainable land management
across the upper Waimakariri catchment. While conservation activity meets the necessary legal
requirements, it is subject to changing economic conditions and individual beliefs. However a while a
good range of conservation practices are being undertaken, they are not yet universally adopted.
Diversification into ecotourism and recreation opportunities, tenure review and international
investment were drivers for formal protection of indigenous biodiversity on private land and addition
of native ecosystems to the public conservation estate. However technological innovation that
enable intensification of agricultural activity in marginal areas presents a potential driver for further
indigenous species loss, and the ability of DoC to manage a larger estate relies on its adequate
resourcing.
The unfamiliarity of term ‘indigenous biodiversity’ implies that the relative modernity of the word
has not yet become common language, however this does not posit ecological literacy one way or
another. Native species and fresh water ecosystems were recognised as having some value in
farming systems but perspectives on preservation and protection were subject to world views,
property income streams, the size and scale of the property and what is physically possible.
While much of the discussion centred on the value of native vegetation and landscape, there was less
recognition of habitat for indigenous fauna and even less mention of ecosystem services provided by
indigenous species and functioning ecosystems. Possibly also because of the relative newness of the
words ‘ecosystem services’ or perhaps a disconnect between understanding the scientific uniqueness
of New Zealand’s remaining biodiversity; its long time adaptation and thus value as a practical
safeguard against, for example climate change and erosion; as well as an apparent indifference with
which it can be replaced under the guise of progress.
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This dissertation suggests ecological literacy is not a significant determinant of indigenous
biodiversity protection in the upper Waimakariri basin and that despite the neoliberal paradigm, land
managers and the wider community actively engage in its protection. Flanking mechanisms engaged
in a predominantly neoliberal driven primary production landscape have been successful in unifying
some indigenous biodiversity goals, however national guidance in the form of an NPS for Indigenous
Biodiversity might reinforce the role of local and regional government in indigenous biodiversity
maintenance, enhancement and protection, assist clarification for protection of significant
indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna as well as increase awareness of
the need to protect New Zealand’s unique indigenous biodiversity.
Expanded support that better co-ordinates the fragmented nature of small groups working in
isolation as well as more adequate incentives for land managers, may encourage all those with a
stake in protecting New Zealand’s natural heritage to work toward a common goal of kaitiakitanga,
that further preserves and protects the natural character of places like the upper Waimakariri basin
now, and for those locals and visitors, who come after them.
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Appendix A Relevant Policies and Plans
Policy/Plan
RMA 1991

NPS for Fresh
Water
Management
2014
(RMA)

Mahaanui Iwi
Management
Plan 2013

CRPS 2013
(RMA)

CWMS (nonstatutory,
LGA)

Details

Under the RMA, “sustainable management means managing the use, development, and
protection of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables people
and communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural well-being and for their
health and safety while—
(a) sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding minerals) to meet
the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations; and
(b) safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and ecosystems; and
(c) avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the environment.”
(RMA s 5)
The NPS recognises freshwater as a matter of national significance that underpins the
wellbeing of New Zealand’s people, environment (including indigenous biodiversity) and
economy. The NPS also recognises Te Mana o te Wai – the quality and vitality (mauri) of
water (Maori freshwater policy) and acknowledges the role of te Tiriti o Waitangi as the
underlying foundation of Crown–iwi/hapū relationship with regard to freshwater
resources. The NPS sets national bottom lines for compulsory values ecosystem health (Te
Hauora o te Wai) and human health for recreation (Te Hauora o te Tangata). The NPS sets
national objectives and policies for water quality; quantity; integrated management;
National Objectives Framework (NOF) which requires regional councils to identify fresh
water management units, attributes and values for each unit, then set limits appropriate to
values, at or above the national bottom lines; monitoring plans and accounting systems to
improve knowledge and information about the water resources. Tāngata whenua roles and
interests in freshwater must be reflected in Regional Council policies and plans. The NPS
directs regional councils to set time frames for implementation by December 2025 or 2030
if necessary for better decision making (MfE, 2014).
The Mahaanui IMP was developed by the Ngā Papatipu Rūnanga Working Group,
representing six Canterbury Runanga, including Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga whose takiwā
covers the upper Waimakariri basin. The IMP articulates the Ngāi Tahu objectives, issues
and policies and is an “expression of kaitiakitanga and rangatiratanga” (Jolly and Ngā
Papatipu Rūnanga Working Group, 2013, p.17). Policies and plans developed under the
RMA must take into account the content of the Mahaanui IMP. Under the CA, DoC must
give effect to the Principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.
Chapter nine of the CRPS sets out the issues, objectives and policies for indigenous
biodiversity and gives effect to the NPS for Freshwater Management. Stated key issues
include ongoing loss and degradation of ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity, and
challenges to protection of significant indigenous vegetation and habitats (Ecan, 2013a).
The CRPS includes assessment criteria for identifying significant indigenous vegetation and
significant habitat of indigenous biodiversity based on representativeness, rarity and
distinctiveness, diversity and pattern, and ecological context, consistent with O’Connor et
al.’s (1990) criteria (Ecan, 2013b). The CRPS describes a range of key ecosystems of
regional significance, including the large braided rivers, largely unmodified alpine
environments, extensive high country and intermontane basins, naturally rare limestone
outcrops, lakes and wetlands and internationally significant bird habitat, many of which
occur in the Selwyn District. The CRPS identifies vulnerable habitat including alpine herb
fields, scree communities, beech forests and tussock grasslands containing species unique
to the Canterbury alpine environment (Ecan, 2013a).
The CWMS is a strategy for managing Canterbury’s water resource developed based on
collaboration, with input from a range of stakeholders with an interest in water. The CWMS
first order priorities include the environment, customary use, community supplies and
stock water; and its second order priorities include irrigation, renewable electricity
generation, recreation and amenity. The CWMS has specified targets and dates to deliver
outcomes for specific targets. Outcome target areas include ecosystem health and
biodiversity, natural character, processes and ecological health of braided rivers,
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CLWRP 2015
(RMA)

WRRP 2004
(RMA)

SDP 2015
(RMA)

Kaitiakitanga, drinking water standards, recreational and amenity opportunities, water use
efficiency, and irrigated land area, energy security and efficiency, and indicators of regional
and national economies and environmental limits (Ecan, 2015).
The CLWRP, which took effect in August 2012 and became partially operative in August
2015 is an integrated approach to managing Canterbury’s natural resources. The CLWRP
sets out objectives, policies and rules for use, development and protection of the regions
natural and physical resources (Ecan, 2015). The CLWRP contains objectives specific to
indigenous biodiversity protection including the value of wetlands to Maori, community,
water quality, mahinga kai and ecosystem services; health of ecosystems is to be
maintained or enhanced; the existing natural character of alpine rivers is to be protected;
and significant biodiversity values, mahinga kai values and natural processes if rivers are to
be protected (Ecan, 2015). The Canterbury region has been divided into 10 zones, each of
which have an Ecan and local government (e.g. Selwyn) appointed committee with the
purpose of facilitating community involvement in developing an implementation
programme that gives effect to the CWMS priorities (Ecan, 2009b). Of particular relevance
are section 11 of the CLWRP, the Selwyn Waihora section and section 12, the Canterbury
Alpine Rivers section which highlight “alpine rivers and high country values are to be
protected and there will be enhanced indigenous biodiversity across the Zone” (Ecan, 2014,
p.11.1). The CLWRP recognises that agricultural intensification can increase nutrient losses
to water ways potentially affecting CWMS priorities (Ecan, 2015). The CLWRP contains
objectives aiming to prevent an increase in nutrients from farming activities reaching
sensitive and at risk water bodies (Ecan, 2015, p.63). The upper Waimakariri catchment has
been divided into three zones, according to the risk of nutrient contamination: sensitive
lake zones, where increases nitrogen leaching should be avoided; the ‘at risk’ zone where
there is some capacity to absorb nutrients therefore limits are imposed; and the ‘green’
zone where water quality outcomes are met, therefore there is capacity for the zone to
absorb extra nutrients. Curiously the CLWRP does not include all of the upper Waimakariri
high country lakes as sensitive lake zones. Kelly, et al. (2014) claim Canterbury has some of
the most outstanding high country lakes in New Zealand at risk of nutrient contamination
from conversion of traditionally farmed sheep and beef cattle operations to more intensive
fodder cropping and dairy support. All farms must establish a nitrogen baseline, based
upon average nitrogen losses from 1 July 2009 to 30 June 2013 (calculated using nutrient
model Overseer). Depending on the zoning and the ability to farm within imposed nutrient
limits, determines whether farm activities are permitted (no resource consent required) or
non-complying (resource consent required) (Ecan, 2014a).
The WRRP has objectives, policies and rules relating to the taking or diverting of surface
water and discharge to surface water sets the conditions for the use and protection of the
Waimakariri and its tributaries, associated wetlands and lakes. The WRRP separates the
catchment into two sections, below Woodstock and above Woodstock, a point midway
between the source of the main stem if the Waimakariri and the river mouth. The upper
Waimakariri basin is located above Woodstock. The WRRP describes the unmodified form
and naturalness of the upper catchment, emphasising the contrast with other South Island
rivers controlled by dams and artificial lakes. Highly valued for outdoor recreation, the
upper Waimakariri braided river ecosystem is a renowned sports fishery as well habitat for
distinctive native wildlife and indigenous vegetation (Ecan, 2004). The WRRP rules state
taking of water from the Waimakariri River or its tributaries, including lakes or from
hydraulically connected groundwater is a non-complying activity. Damming of water in any
river, including tributaries of the Waimakariri River Catchment above Woodstock is
prohibited. Taking, using and discharging water which changes the natural range or rate of
change of levels or flows of water entering any of the basins lakes, is a prohibited activity in
the WRRP (Ecan, 2004). Where rules in the WRRP are not consistent with the CLWRP, the
WRRP prevails.
The SDP contains specific rules for indigenous biodiversity which give effect to CRPS (RMA s
75 3 (c)). The SDP acknowledges that “part of promoting sustainable management is
recognising and protecting significant areas of indigenous vegetation and habitats of
indigenous fauna (section 6(c)), or significant ecological sites for short.” (SDC, 2015a, p. B1010). The SDP recognises significant sites might broadly include forest, bush, tussock lands
or scrub lands and wetlands and the plan contains criteria similar to that in the CRPS for
determining significant sites. The Selwyn District Council (SDC) claim much debate has
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occurred around the principles and practicalities of protecting indigenous biodiversity and
suggests that identification of significant sites relies solely on voluntary co-operation of
landowners (SDC, 2015a). Indigenous vegetation clearance is a permitted activity in the
Selwyn District Plan provided it meets conditions and occurs as part of improved pasture.
“Improved pasture” is defined as an area of pasture where “species composition and
growth has been clearly modified and enhanced for livestock grazing by cultivation or topdressing and over-sowing, or direct drilling, and where exotic pasture species are obvious”
(SDC, 2015b., p.C9-020). Vegetation clearance conditions and the encouragement of
improved pasture appear inconsistent with indigenous biodiversity goals of other RMA
plans, however these rules were considered outdated and due for renewal (Territorial
Authority Staff, personal communication, August, 2015).
The SDC Long Term Plan 2015-2025 contains a policy objective that offers rates remission
to land owners, on open space covenants, protected areas of significant indigenous flora or
fauna, and areas of special landscape or geological value. This policy objective aims to
recognise the extent of voluntary protection afforded by private land owners. The policy
objective is intended to recognise that land owners have taken steps to preserve and
protect significant areas from inappropriate uses and therefore deserve compensation. To
be eligible for rates remission, the protected sites must be held under a legal protection
mechanism or a formal agreement for protection between the council and the land owner
(SDC, 2015e).
A CMS is a statutory requirement under the Conservation Act 1987. A CMS is developed to
implement general conservation policies and to establish objectives for integrated
management of natural and historical resources under the Acts administered by DoC. A
CMS contains objectives and methods for the management of protected species, the
protection of freshwater fish and marine mammals, and wild animal control across all land,
freshwater and ocean areas within a Conservancy. DoC has statutory responsibility for the
protection of all species regardless of where they occur. The Canterbury CMS Waimakariri
section highlights the lack of contiguous protection, especially of lowland ecosystems in the
upper Waimakariri basin. It contains objectives that aim to create corridors of protected
ecosystems between Arthur’s Pass National Park, Craigieburn Conservation Park and
eastern ranges. The CMS identifies all of the upper Waimakariri basins eight high country
lakes and associated wetlands as areas of important natural character and landscapes and
habitat for indigenous species (emphasising that only two are under formal DoC
management - Lakes Grasmere and Pearson/Moana Rua with the remainder on Crown or
private land). The CMS recognises human disturbance, fire, grazing and plant and animal
pests as the main threats to ecosystems and indigenous species in the upper Waimakariri
basin and seeks to remedy these issues through a suite of methods including creation of
reservations and covenants, RMA advocacy, liaison with landholders and other
stakeholders, weed and pest control, fencing of significant natural areas and through the
tenure review process (DoC, 2002).
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Appendix B Sample Interview Questions
B.1

Initial Questions

1. On a scale of 1-10 how important do you consider indigenous biodiversity protection in the
upper Waimakariri basin?
2. 1 = not important and 10 = very important. Can you please explain your choice?
3. What do you consider are the most important aspects of indigenous biodiversity in the upper
Waimakariri basin? (Locally, regionally, nationally, globally)
4. What do you consider are the biggest threats to indigenous biodiversity in the upper
Waimakariri basin?
5. Do you consider that indigenous biodiversity protection is compatible with agricultural
activity in the upper Waimakariri? Please explain.
6. What barriers and drivers (if any) do you consider are there to enhancing biodiversity
protection on private land?
7. To what extent do you know about ecological restoration projects being undertaken in the
upper Waimakariri basin? Please explain.
8. Have you participated in any restoration projects? If yes, can you please explain the capacity
of your participation?
9. Has your participation in restoration projects changed the way you think about indigenous
biodiversity? If so, please explain.
10. How familiar are you with the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement, the Canterbury Land
and Water Regional Plan policies and the Selwyn District Plan rules as they relate to
indigenous biodiversity protection?
11. Do you consider the rules to be too strict, not strict enough or about right?
12. Do you consider better leadership by central government would be a good solution to
enhancing indigenous biodiversity protection for areas like the upper Waimakariri basin?
(Such as a National Policy Statement for Indigenous Biodiversity)
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13. Or do you believe voluntary ecological protection programmes that encourage better
management of indigenous biodiversity on private property in the high country would be
more effective? For example QE 2 Trust covenants, community led ecological projects or any
other mechanisms you might know about?

B.2

Modified Questions

1. Do you have problems with weeds and pests on your farm?
2. If so, which species and how do you target those species?
3. Is pest/weed management a significant cost?
4. What influences the level of pest/weed management carried out on the farm?
5. Do waterways form a basis for decision making on your farm?
6. Do you have a management regime for the waterways?
7. What advantages or disadvantages does the native cover provide for the farm?
8. Do you have a management regime specific for native vegetation?
9. Where do you go to for advice on pest, weed, native veg or water way management?
10. Which organisations would you consider have the most influence on your choice of
management practices?
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Appendix C O’Connor et al. (1990) Significance Criteria
“Representativeness - is an area considered to contain a viable sample of native species existing in a
particular habitat defined by latitude, altitude, climate and soil
Diversity and pattern - refers to the species richness and the associations between species and
adjacent ecosystems.
Rarity - is a measure of the presence of a species or a type of ecosystem defined by un-commonness.
Distinctiveness - refers to the level of uniqueness or endemism of a species or habitat. Naturalness refers to the level of human disturbance and intervention on a sight, making a clear differentiation
between human disturbances and naturally occurring disturbances such as fire, storms or floods.
Long term viability - refers to the ability of a natural area to retain its inherent natural value over
time.
Size, shape, buffering and surrounding landscape - are context specific and interact with other
criteria, which are subject to the needs of the species or ecosystems being protected.” (O’Connor et
al., 1990, p.245).
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